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UMM To You
Summer 1995
A publication for alumni and friends of the University of Minnesota, Morris

Rodney A. Briggs, UMM's First Dean and Provost, Dies
mation despite severe budget cuts by
the Oregon legislature. At this same
time, Briggs was very active in the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities and was an officer at the
time of his retirement.

Dr. Rodney A. Briggs, University administrator, scientist and builder of
institutions, died at his Shoreview, Minn.,
home on May 1O after a long illness.
In 1959, Briggs became superintendent
of the West Central School of Agriculture here in Morris. When University
Regents voted in October 1959 to convert the Morris campus to a new liberal
arts college, Briggs became its first administrative officer, charged with the
creation of the new institution. He began with 30 acres of facilities and a
vision. Today UMM is a nationally acclaimed, undergraduate public liberal
arts college due in large part to that
vision. The library at UMM is named in
honor of Rod Briggs.
In 1969, Briggs accepted the position of
deputy director and director of research
at the newly established International
Institute of Tropical Agriculture and
moved with his family to Ibadan, Nigeria. Although they lived in Africa for only
two years, this experience was an important one for Briggs and his family.
They developed a deep and lasting appreciation for the vitality and complexity
of African culture and of the challenges
facing modern Africa. They lived on the
campus of the University of Ibadan while
the grounds were being cleared, the
buildings built and the staff hired for the
new institution, returning to the United
States just as the new institution became fully operational.
After a brief tenure as secretary of the
Board of Regents of the University of
Minnesota, Briggs became president of
Eastern Oregon State College in La
Grande, Ore., in 1973. This was an
established campus of the University of
Oregon system, but Briggs was hired as
a change agent to transform the languishing program into a thriving
institution. He set about this task with
his customary energy, optimism and
vision, and accomplished the transfer-

Following a brief tenure as chief executive officer of the American Society of
Agronomy in Madison, Wis., Briggs retired in 1982 when he was diagnosed
with renal cell carcinoma. After two of
his brothers were diagnosed with this
same rare cancer, Briggs began extensive genealogy research, exploring
whether his family had a genetic predisposition for the disease, which previously
had been thought to have no genetic
link. Just three months before his death,
Briggs was delighted to learn that, based
on his documentation, his extended family had been accepted as part of a genetic
study by the National Institute of Health.
His genealogical interests also led him
to write a biography of his great grandfather, William George Mcspadden, an
early Minnesota pioneer.
Briggs was born in Madison, Wis., the
fifth son and sixth child of George
Mcspadden Briggs and Mary McNelly
Briggs, whose families had homesteaded in the Minnesota territory in the
1850s. Both of his grandfathers and two
of his great-grandfathers served in the
Minnesota legislature in the late 19th
century. His father, nicknamed "Soybean" Briggs, was a professor at the
University of Wisconsin and credited
with introducing soybeans as a farm
crop to the upper Midwest. Briggs graduated from West High School in Madison
in 1941, and the University of Wisconsin
in 1947. He obtained his doctoral degree from Rutgers University in New
Brunswick, N.J., in 1953 and joined the
faculty of the Department of Agronomy
at the University of Minnesota.
A veteran of both World War II and the
Korean War, Briggs was commissioned
as an officer in the 95th division of the
U.S. Army in 1942. He fought in the
Battle of the Bulge, and saw frontline
action in Europe from 1944 to the end of
the war. On VE Day, he was on the front
lines in Germany and was later awarded
the bronze star for his valor. During the
Korean War, Briggs was stationed in
Germany.
Briggs met Helen Kathleen Ryall of
Kenosha, Wis., on Halloween 1942, and
proposed to her-and was acceptedjust one week later. The couple married
on June 1, 1944, when he came home
on leave . After weathering five children
and twenty moves together, they celebrated their fiftieth wedding anniversary
in 1994.

Ever gregarious and vital, Briggs maintained a wide circle of friends and was
active in a number of groups. He was a
fellow of the American Academy of the
Advancement of Science and the American Association of Agriculture. He
belonged to the American Institute of
Biological Sciences, Sigma Xi and Alpha Gamma Rho. At the time of his
death, he was active in a number of
University of Minnesota retired faculty
groups. He discovered America on Line
in the past several years, and corresponded daily with family members
around the world.
Briggs is survived by his wife, Helen,
their three daughters, two sons and six
grandchildren: Alex Style and Carolyn
Briggs Style of Boston, and their children, Samantha Style of Minneapolis,
and James Style of Boston; Kathleen
Briggs and Thomas Edman and their
children, Robert and Sarah Edman of

St. Paul; David and Suellen Briggs and
their children, Josh and Melanie Holder
of Madison, Wis.; Andrew Briggs and
Ann Corcoran Briggs of Portland; and
Amy Briggs of Minneapolis. He is also
survived by two brothers and their wives,
H. Randolph and Marlene Briggs of
Wausau, Wis.; Robert and Joan Briggs
of Tucson; and two sisters-in-law,
Eleanor Briggs of San Francisco, and
Charlotte BriggsofBrazil, Ind., and many
nieces, nephews and cousins.
Services were held at St. John the Evangelist Episcopal Church in St. Paul on
Sunday, May 14. Memorials are preferred to the Rodney A. and Helen R.
Briggs Endowment Fund, Office of Fund
Development, UMM, Morris, MN 56267.
A memorial service is being planned at
UMM in conjunction with Homecoming
activities October 20-22, 1995. Contact
the Office of Alumni Relations for further
information.
Described as • ever gregarious and vital,• Rod
Is pictured here (center) at the Class of '69
Reunion, part of the
1994 Homecoming
Weekend festivities.
He, former Chancellor
Jack Imholte (left) and
Chancellor Dave Johnson (right) have just
received their • Moo U •
hats from Lee B. Temte
('69) of the reunion planning committee. Homecoming was always an
· occasion for Rod and
Helen to return to campus.

Jessica Phillips ('97) Elected to University
Board of Regents
UMM sophomore Jessica Phillips was
elected May 3, 1995, in a joint session of
the Minnesota legislature to the student
at-large seat on the University of Minnesota Board of Regents. Phillips,
recommended by the Minnesota
Legislature's Education Committee for the
position, defeated Cecil Smith, president
of both the Graduate and Professional
Student Assembly and The Coalition-University of Minnesota Coalition for Higher
Education .

Phillips, who will serve a six-year term, is
the first woman to be named to the student
seat as well as the first member of a
coord inate campus student body.
A speech communication and political science major from Virginia, Minn ., Phillips
has been chair of the Student Leadership
Development Committee at UMM and a
Morris Campus Student Association rep-

resentative to the Board of Regents.
Also elected to serve six-year terms on the
Board are incumbent and chairwoman
Jean Keffeler, Minneapolis, representing
the fifth Congressional district; Warren
Larson, Bagley, Minn., at-large; and
Patricia Spence, Rice, Minn., at-large. The
new Regents were officially seated at the
May 11-12, 1995, Regents' meeting and
received the oath of office May 1?·

Alumni!!
Don't miss these inside:
Election Ballot for Alumni Association Board .......... .insert
Invitations ................... pp.5, 6

From the President: Ron Jost ('69)
The 1994-95 session of the UMM Alumni
Association Board of Directors is drawing
to a close, and in an effort to keep you
informed, I believe it is important to review the Board's activity this past year.
The Board focused on continuing to
strengthen the Class Agent Program and
the phonathon process. While the phonathons are important for receipt of information regarding alumni or recruiting for
various campus projects, they are also
extremely important to maintain contributions to the UMM Alumni Annual Fund.
The net effect is that concentrated effort
produced a record turn out of callers at
the March phonathon, which translated
into increased pledges for the Fund. The
Fund has become the basis by which the
Alumni Association is able to provide
greater support for the various programs
that benefit the students and faculty.
Thanks to your many contributions and
the effective volunteer leadership of our
Class Agents and callers, we are proud to
announce we have once again surpassed
our goals for increasing Alumni Annual
Fund dollars.
Another important goal of the Board was
to improve the awareness of issues involving minority students. This task was
assisted by minority members of the Board
of Directors, in particular Joel Kennedy
('88), Carlos Gallego ('85) and Tom
Hanson ('84), who spent considerable
time organizing the Minority Student Program Alumni Association (MSPAA). While
MSPAA is a separate organization, it is
endorsed and partially funded by the overall Alumni Association . It is anticipated
that as the funds increase in the Alumni
Annual Fund, more monies can be designated for MSPAA because a strong
MSPAA is essential to meet the needs of
minority students.
More recently, the Board focused its attention on expanding our philanthropic
endeavors. As a result, next fall there will
be a minimum of six scholarships of
$1,000.00 each awarded as part of the
UMM Alumni Association Freshman Academic Scholarships. We also expect to
name the first recipient for the UMM

STUDENT LEADERSHIP AWARD WINNERS

Alumni Association Herb Croom Memorial Scholarship for the fall quarter of
1995. This scholarship, as well as the
Freshman Academic Scholarship, will be
awarded annually henceforth. Separately, the Board is working to establish a
scholarship endowment which once we
achieve an appropriate base, will generate future additional annual scholarships.
While the Alumni Association is addressing the students' needs with scholarship
awards, Chancellor Johnson and the
Board felt it was also necessary to recognize the needs of faculty. As a result, an
Alumni Association Teaching Award is
offered to the campus and is in the process of being further defined. We expect
to announce the recipient at commencement in June of 1996 which will not only
monetarily benefit the faculty member
but also his or her department. .
Every year the goals set forth by the
alumni Board are very challenging. While
the Board feels that there are notable
accomplishments and a good foundation
established, there is considerable work
to do. We are headed in the right direction, and it's because of strong support
from Chancellor Johnson, the faculty and
especially you, the Alumni Body. On
behalf of the Board, I wish to express a
sincere "Thank you."
Some final thoughts. Congratulations
are in order to Jessica Phillips, Class of
'97, on being selected as one of the 12
regents for the University of Minnesota.
Her appointment speaks highly of her
capabilities and is indicative of the quality
of students who attend UMM.
By now, most of you are aware of the
passing of Rodney Briggs, the first provost at UMM . If you were fortunate to
have been a student during his tenure or
had the opportunity to meet him after his
retirement, you would agree that few
people possessed the vision and compassion that he exemplified in guiding
UMM during its formative years. We may
have lost a true friend, but the legacy he
helped create serves as an inspiration for
all of us.
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The Student Leadership Development Committee (SLDC) hosted its twelfth
annual award ceremony and banquet, recognizing six students who have
distinguished themselves through leadership to the campus. Also honored
were three members of the faculty and staff who have given outstanding
support to student leaders. Forty-four graduating seniors who have been
actively involved in campus life were also recognized. The banquet, held
Wednesday evening, May 24, in Oyate Hall, was presented by SLDC and the
Office of Student Activities with support from the UMM Alumni Association.
Over 140 people attended, including student organization leaders and advisors, hall government officers and resident advisors.
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Award recipients, left to right: David Kelly ('95), Chicago; Patrice Fehl en ('95),
Roseville, Minn; Solomon Gashaw, associate professor of sociology; Bill
Stewart, director, Minority Student Program; Clare Strand, assistant registrar; Jeffery Robinson ('95), Chicago; and Andrew DuBois ('95), Hempstead,
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Not pictured: Mario Anchondo ('96), El Paso; Wade West ('95), Minneapolis.
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Don't miss the seventh annual Alumni Career Fair!
Friday, October 20, 1995
Call Alumni Relations, (612) 589-6066, today!
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* ATTENTION *
Morris Women's Collective/Morris Women's Center/
Women's Resource Center Alumni and Friends!
Join us Homecoming Weekend for a reunion, Saturday, October 21,
1995. Contact Clare Strand (612) 589-6026 or (612) 589-1453,
and watch for details in the next issue of UMM To You.
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Class Notes
CLASS OF '64
Stanley Anderson shared this update. He was
recently promoted to the position of chief operating officer of the Omaha/Council Bluffs YMCA.
Stan has been working with the YMCA for 23 years
and lives in Omaha. He was UM M's first letterman.
Jerry Jacobson is now retired, having worked for
35 years in the Central Intelligence Agency. He
lives in Mclean, Va.
CLASS OF '65
Dale Boyer reports that his daughter will be getting married this June. He lives in Minneapolis.
Richard "Dik" Munson notes that he just completed his eighteenth year as chair of the Department of Visual Arts at the University of Northern
Colorado, Greeley. Dik resides in Greeley.
Lynden Nelson announces his retirement from
teaching, having served the Kerkhoven area
schools as a teacher and coach for the past 30
years. He says he plans on traveling and 'seeing
what is beyond the next curve in the road!'
Stephen Shores gave us an update. He retired
last year after 29 years of public service, most
recently in vocational rehabilitation for the State of
Minnesota. During his career, he spent time in St.
Louis, Mo., and in Minnesota in Glenwood and
Murdock, his original hometown. He has returned
to the family farm near Murdock to enjoy his
retirement.
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Don and Marie (Clarke) ('66) Smith wrote us from
their home in Bloomington, Minn. 'Don continues
to commute to New Jersey as an audit specialist
for the Office of Thrift Supervision. Marie is
customer service manager for ABI/CBSA, a medical insurance administrator, and has been there
for 18 years. They have two children who graduated from the University of St. Thomas in St. Paul.
Erin is an attorney working as a clerk for a federal
district judge in Billings, Montana, and Arizona.
Matt is working for a public accounting firm, and
awaiting the results of the CPA exam in Eden
Prairie."
Emmaline (Schlueter) Therres updated us. She
is beginning her twenty-sixth year with the Chaska,
Minn., schools, where she is currently teaching
second grade. She is also a part-time adjunct
instructor in education at Augsburg College in
Minneapolis, primarily teaching methods of language arts. Emmaline has two sons and a daughter, and she lives in Chaska.
CLASS OF '66
Robert Ahlbrecht lives in Apple Valley, Minn.,
where he is president and painting contractor of
Interiors/Exteriors, Inc. He notes that his daughter, Amy Kathleen, got married July 2, 1994, to
Bryan Pare! and lives in Boston; she is a graduate
of the University of Massachusetts in clinical psychology.
Corlyce (Phelps) and Gerald Grant reside in
Minneapolis. Both continue to teach physical
education, Corlyce at St. Anthony High School,
and Gerald at Centennial Junior High in Fridley.

He also coaches football. They add that their
children are now in college.
Catherine (Vogel) LaBarre and her husband,
Edward, live in St. Paul. Catherine works for US
West Communications, and Edward is a union
electrician. They note that their nephew, Brad
Zarn, will be coming to UMM in the fall.
CLASS OF '67
Marie (Beachem) and Dan ('70) Dokken proudly
announced the birth of their first grandchild, born
in May 1993. Dan affirms, "Being a grandpa is as
good as they say!" Marie works for the KassonMantorville schools, her employer for the past 14
years, and Dan has been a stock broker with
Smith, Barney, Shearson since 1978. They reside
in Rochester, Minn.
Stanley and Tamra (Holme) Maughan shared an
update. Stanley now works for Applied Quality
Systems, a new financial venture, while Tamra
continues as a realtor with Edina Realty, her
employer since 1986. They have two daughters,
Caroline, a graduate of Concordia College in
Moorhead, Minn., and Rebecca, a freshman at St.
Thomas in St. Paul. They live in Edina, Minn.
Elroy Podratz notes that he has worked in the
Wadena-Deer Creek (Minn.) schools for 27 years,
14 of which as elementary librarian. He says
retirement is at least six years away. Elroy lives in
Wadena.

CLASS OF '68
Anna (Norby) Johnsrud updated us. She is
presently involved in hospice work and completing her fifth year of teaching elementary education. Her daughter, Judy Dietzler, is currently on
the UMM music faculty as a teaching specialist.
Anna lives in Starbuck, Minn.
Jimmy Winter is an associate professor of fisheries at Texas Tech University in Lubbock, Texas,
where he also resides. He writes, "I have developed a fisheries science curriculum at Texas
Tech. Recently, my proposals to grant M.S. and
Ph.D. degrees in fisheries science were approved
by the State Higher Education Board. We have
submitted a proposal to change the name of our
B.S. degree in wildlife management to Wildlife
Fisheries Science." Jimmy also just finished writing a chapter for a book on underwater biotelemetry.
CLASS OF '69
Michael and Rosemary (Maher) Benke sent in
this correction from the last UMM To You . Michael
works for a GM dealership, and Rosemary is an
ABE teacher for the Northwest Educational Cooperative. They live in Roseau, Minn., with their
chi!dren: Mike, Jr.; Elizabeth, 11; and Joey, six.
Margie (Barz) Cooper and her husband, Roger,
live in Bird Island, Minn. Margie teaches children
with learning disabilities for the Olivia public
schools, and Roger serves as chair of the health
committee in the Minnesota House of Representatives.
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Chancellor's Choice: Dave Johnson
This year's commencement ceremony
includes a new opportunity for celebration; we join in the centuries-old
practice of granting an honorary doctorate upon a person of unusual attainment. The tradition of including senior
persons of distinction in the line of
graduates is a way for a campus to
recognize accomplishments by other
criteria than classroom study, credits
and grades. The custom has another
purpose. It requires an academic community to ask itself anew, "What is itfor
which we stand?" From the vast pool
of people of attainment, the campus
must ask, "Do our purposes and those
attainments match?" With that refocusing upon mission, the ceremony
becomes a joyful occasion for a campus, a time of affirmation of purpose.
Perhaps you have seen the columns
entitled "Kudos" in late spring issues of
Time, excerpts from citations read
when notable artists, public servants
or researchers, for example, are given
honorary degrees. The Minneapolis
Star Tribune recently summarized commencement activities on the state's
campuses, noting, for example, that
Hamline University will thus honor St.
Paul's Penumbra Theatre director
Louis Bellamy, Macalester College the
columnist and critic Garry Wills. The
University of Minnesota will confer two
honorary degrees, the Doctor of Laws
from the College of Liberal Arts upon
Hillary Rodham Clinton, the Doctor of
Humane Letters from the Morris campus upon Roland Dille.
Our naming of Roland Dille, native of
Dassel, B.A., Ph.D., University of Minnesota, resident of Moorhead, comes
after nomination by our campus Functions and Awards Committee, endorse-

ment of the University Honors Committee and ratification by the regents.
The process is confidential; he had no
idea his name was under consideration until I called him a few days ago.
Soon after the graduates are seated,
the national anthem sung, the welcome given, Dean Bettina Blake will
step up to the podium to read her
citation about Roland Dille, ending by
recommending that he be granted the
Doctor of Humane Letters honoris
causa from the University of Minnesota. Bettina will note his remarkable
career: their membership together on
the Minnesota Humanities Commission; his subsequent appointment by
President Carter to the National Endowment for the Humanities; his 26year presidency of Moorhead State
University; his presidencies of the
American Association of Colleges and
Universities and the North Central
Association's Commission for Institutions of Higher Education. She will
stress his courageous defense of the
liberal arts in public higher education.
Two of our faculty will step forward to
place our hood over him, his former
student in English classes at St. Olaf,
Jim Togeas, and Moorhead State
alumna Dian Lopez. He will give his
speech and our Class of 1995 will
begin its ceremonial walk across the
stage.
In this same late spring season, there
will have been honorary doctorates
granted around the world, likely in such
great institutions as Oxford, Bologna
and Paris. Our ceremony will be a
profound reminder of Morris campus's
inheritance from those medieval universities. Vivat academia!

Ernest Kemble Honored as Outstanding Educator in Psychology
In a competitive world, there are winners,
there are losers and there are those who
win by virtue of the fact that they love to
play the game. In any sense of the word
Ernest Kemble has always been a winner,
say his students and his colleagues.
Last April, Kemble was selected by the
awards committee of the Minnesota Psychological Association as the 1995
Outstanding Teacher of Undergraduate
Psychology, the most recent in a long list
of honors and awards he has received
tthroughout his 28-year tenure as a professor of psychology at UMM.
Nominees are considered on the basis of
five criteria: skill at organizing a classroom
atmosphere; flexibility in teaching approach; clarity with students regarding
course goals and objectives; ability to give
constructive and concrete feedback; and
uniqueness in some way relative to teaching. Selection relies heavily on letters
submitted by students.
Bryan Bolwahnn ('95), president of the
UMM Psychology Club and Psi Chi, coordinated the nomination effort. "Dr. Kemble
brings out the best in his students," said
Bolwahnn, who is a former student of
Kemble's. "He is very supportive, very
energetic; he demands excellence from
his students and he gets it.""

of the Division of the Social Sciences. "Of
course, the University of Minnesota, CASE,
and the American Psychology Association had previously recognized his
extraordinary accomplishments as a
teacher-scholar.
"His record makes his students and his
colleagues at the discipline, division and
campus level proud to be associated with
him," continued Ahern. "We will surely
miss him as a full-time colleague but look
forward to his continued part-time teaching for several years to come."
What does Kemble say?

Among other professional honors and
awards Kemble has received are the CASE
(Council for Advancement and Support of
Education) Minnesota Professor of the
Year and National Bronze Medalist, 1989;
Bush Foundation Sabbatical Fellowship,
1984-85; Outstanding Teaching Award,
American Psychological Association,
1983; and the Horace T. Morse-Alumni

Award, 1977 (then known as the Horace
T. Morse-Amoco Foundation Award for
Excellence in Undergraduate Education).
"I was especially gratified to learn that
Ernie Kemble was named in this his last
quarter of service as a regular faculty
member at UMM," said Bert Ahern, chair

"I am very grateful to the students for their
support; and to my discipline colleagues
who maintain an atmosphere that allows
faculty and students working together as
both desirable and possible .... The award
says more about the students than about
me."
There is only one recipient of this award
each year. According to Eric Klinger,
UMM professor of psychology, in the six
short years that this award has been given,
UMM faculty have received the honor three
times. Nominations originate with junior
and senior students and are forwarded by
their division chairs.

Class Notes
Janet (Faith) Higgins called to say that she was
also a winner of the Midwest Metropolitan Opera
auditions. She competed and won in 1966. Janet
now makes her home in Newport News, Va.
CLASS OF '70
Roger Carlson updated us. He is the principal at
Lake Crystal Welcome Memorial High School and
last March ran for secretary of the Minnesota
Secondary School Principals Association. He has
a son in first grade and a daughter in kindergarten.
Roger lives in Lake Crystal.
Michael Grupa resides in St. Bonifacius, Minn.,
and works as an administrative officer for the
Department of Natural Resources. He reports that
his son, Matt, is "looking hard at UMM for the
future."
Irma Ketterling and her husband, retired dentist
C.F. "Ket' Ketterling, spoke last March to the
Morris Students Club about their travels and mission work, providing dental services to communities in need. They reside in Morris.
Michael and Pamela (Bolsinger) ('71) Murphy
gave us this update. They live in Burnsville, Minn.,
and have two children: Erin, 21, a college junior,
and Shawn a junior in high school. Michael works
as a software consultant for Computing Devicer
International, and Pamela works as an elementary school health aid for the Burnsville schools.
Thomas Niebur reports that he "just built a new
house on 20 acres in the woods," and puts out a
call for sheetrockers. He works as a traffic techni-
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cian for 3M, and currently lives in Hastings, Minn.
Randy Ziemer gave us an update. He ran for
state secretary treasurer of the Minnesota Education Association in March. That initial election
resulted in a run-off between him and another
contender which he unfortunately lost. Randy
teaches seventh grade for the Paynesville, Minn.,
schools and lives in Paynesville.
CLASS OF '71
Alan Colliander sent in this update. "Since 1971
graduation, two years in Army security; seven
years teaching at Hastings, Minn., senior high; ten
years in plastics in sales for lntels Weatherseal
Products, Hastings, Minn.; five years as president
of A & B Plastics, Yakima, Wash. Married to
Susan, three children." He and his family reside in
Yakima.
Marcia (Floding) Ford updated us. She has lived
in Cincinnati for the past five years, having spent
the previous eight years in Chicago. Marcia is
married with two children; is actively involved in
her church; and enjoys travelling--a few years
ago, she went to Hawaii, and last year visited the
Bahamas and Cancun. She works as a claims
representative for the Social Security Administration, her employer for the past 21 years.
Ronald Hennen lives in St. Paul and works for
Cenex Accounting Services. His daughter, Amy,
graduated from UMM last year, so they are now in
line to become a two-generational UMM legacy
family!

James Hllleren and his wife, Jean, live in Danvers,
Minn., and have three children. Two of them are
UMM grads, and their youngest daughter will be a
freshman here this fall, which will make James a
UMM Legacy Parent three times over! Their older
daughter is currently serving in the Peace Corps in
the Dominican Republic, and their son will begin
dental school this fall on the Twin Cities campus.
James works for the State Bank of Danvers as a
banker, an occupation he has enjoyed since leaving UMM. Jean works part-time at the Murdock
post office.
James and Vicki (Schmidt) Hoffman reside in
Starbuck, Minn., not Morris as was reported in the
last UMM To You. They both work in Morris:
James is employed by the US Postal Service, and
Vicki teaches physically and visually impaired
children, a position she also holds with the Alexandria schools.
Thomas Huebsch and his wife, Suzanne, proudly
announce the adoption of their three children, two
from Chile and one from Columbia. The family
lives in Lake Elmo, Minn., and Tom commutes to
St. Paul where he is a systems design analyst for
3M . He is a member of the Chilean/American
Society, also keeping busy with a variety of projects
around the house.
Terry and Linda (Yager) ('73) Melom updated
us. Linda has started a new job as director of
Kensington Cottages, based in Golden Valley,
Minn. The facility works with a variety of clients,
helping in assisted living, dealing with Alzheimer's
Disease and serving other special needs. Terry
continues as an analyst/programmer with the Mayo

Clinic, a position he has held for ten years. They
have two daughters: Briana, a junior at Winona
State College; and Kaisie, a junior at Mayo High
School. They reside in Zumbro Falls, Minn.
James Odden lives in Alexandria, Minn. He is
now teaching at Garfield elementary school, having taught for several years at the Miltona Science
Magnet School. He is also involved in volunteer
work for an area food shelf. Jim's wife, Ann
Carrot!, is the Douglas County attorney, and is
president of the State County Attorney's Association. They have one son, Mark, who is finishing up
an exciting year as a kindergartner.
Kevin Shey updated us. He started his own
ceramic tile business in February 1994 in San
Jose, Calif., where he also resides. He notes with
pride that his oldest daughter, Deborah, is a student at Foothill College in Mountain View, and his
youngest daughter, Danielle, is not only a straightA student, she is on the way to earning her black
belt in karate.
CLASS OF '72
Linda Dahlen works as an attorney for the Minnesota Department of Transportation and lives in St.
Paul.
Mary (Swanson) and Michael ('71) Jacobs gave
us this update. Both continue to work in education.
Michaelteaches art at Marshall senior high school,
and coaches boys' and girls' cross country and
boys' track; Mary teaches second grade. They
have three children: a daughter in high school; a
son who is a sophomore at the University of
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Spring New York Arts Tour a Grand Success
Megan McGinley ('96)
Morris Academic Partner

What is the connection between rural
Morris and New York City? It may
appear that there is none, but this spring ,
the connection was made with the New
York Arts Tour. In late March, 21 students took the opportunity to travel to
New York in order to experience a wide
variety of cultural activities. Through
the joint planning of professors Janet
Ahern, Alan Fierro, Jenny Nellis and
George Fosgate, emphasis was placed
on musical, artistic and theatrical events.
In this manner, the students were exposed to the many options available in
the arts in a way that is impossible in the
classroom. The tour was made financially accessible to many students with
help from the Art Club and art faculty
fundraising, Chancellor David Johnson,
Bettina Blake, Fred Farrell, the Office of
Student Activities and the UMM Alumni
Association.
This tour was educational as well as

enjoyable. Academic credits were offered to those students who kept a journal
and attended required events. There
were many pre-planned activities, but
students were also given free-time each
day to explore the city on their own.
Events included a concert at Carnegie
Hall, the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Andrew Lloyd Weber's Sunset Boulevard, the Native American Museum, the
International Center of Photography,
57th St. Galleries and many more. As
one student exclaimed, "I loved all the
things offered to us. We got an excellent
overview of what New York has to offer
through art."
In addition, an important aspect of the
trip involved seminars with UMM alums.
Students visited the Babcock Galleries
(located opposite Trump Tower!), owned
by Jeanne Baker Driscoll ('69) and
John Driscoll ('71). Here, the students
were given a taste of the New York
gallery scene. John explained that his
success in such a competitive atmosphere is due largely to his ability to

Jeanne Baker Driscoll ('69) and John Driscoll ('71 ), above, give students a taste of the
New York gallery scene. Jeanne and John are owners of the Babcock Galleries across
from Trump Tower.
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Tim Goodmanson ('86) shows students some of the tools of his trade. Tim works as
a stage designer and teaches at Baruch College in New York City.
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work hard, teaching himself to be an
expert. This, he said, he learned at
UMM. The tour also included a seminar
with alum, Mary Esbjornson ('78) who
works with her brother in arts development. Mary worked at the Minneapolis
Institute of Art before moving to New
York. She is now involved in free-lance
grant writing, and also in bringing an
educational side to her brother, David's,
theater, the Classic Stage Company
Theater.

Through these alumni seminars, students were given an up-close look at
work in the arts, which is especially
crucial to the many who are considering
work in the fields. In all cases, the alums
stressed the importance of their education at UMM in getting them where they
are today. Whether it be through skills,
work ethic, or a liberal arts background,
UMM was pivotal in their careers. For all
the students on the tour, these statements are most definitely encouraging.

The final alumni connection was made
with Tim Goodmanson ('86), who visited the hotel in order to meet with the
students. Tim, who currently works as a
stage designer and teaches at Baruch
College of the City University of New
York, explained many aspects of his job
as a stage designer. He also discussed
the importance of his liberal arts education and his Minnesota work ethic in his
career, as he competes successfully
with graduates of schools such as Yale.

It is impossible to describe the importance of this tour simply through a list oi
events and activities. According to one
student, "This was an excellent trip--not
only for the sights we saw but for the fact
that I made some really good friends.
This was probably the best part of the
trip--for those are the memories I hope
to cherish for a long time." In all, the New
York Arts Tour was a success in bringing the students a valuable experience
to remember in the world of art.

Lynette (Schlapkohl) Skolte writes, •After teaching fifth grade and kindergarten in Litchfield, Minn.,
and taking several long-term substitute positions
in Redwood Falls, I chose to work as a paraprofessional teaching assistant in the Chapter 1/AOM
program in Redwood. I was recently named
Minnesota Paraprofessional of the Year by the
Minnesota Paraprofessional Consortium and the
Minnesota Department of Education, and was
honored at the national conference in St. Paul on
April 27, 1995. I live in Redwood Falls with my
husband, Jim Skolte ('74), and our children-Jennifer, age 18, and Brian, age 15.'

Mary Myron shared her update. She is working
as the elementary Chapter I teacher for the West
Central School District. She and her family live on
a farm between Fergus Falls and Elbow Lake,
Minn. Her daughter, Melissa Jo, who graduated
from high school in June, received her pilot's
license on her seventeenth birthday, and is now
working on earning her commercial license.
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DeWayne and Kathleen ('TT) Stallings write,
"(We] continue to teach art and math respectively
at a private boarding middle school west of Boston. In addition, Dewayne is a professional artist,
working in miniature acrylics and watercolors. Our
six-year-old daughter, Rebekah, brings extra cheer
and activity to the household.• The family resides
in Southboro, Mass.
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Minnesota, Duluth; and a son who works at
Schwann's. Mary and Michael reside in Marshall,
Minn.

CLASS OF '74

Michael and Susan (Kerr) ('73) Schroeder are
living in Naperville, Ill., where he is employed by
TAMS in sales, and she is a managment consultant. They note that their oldest son, Brad, will be
attending college in western Colorado in the fall.

Walter Forney proudly announced the birth of his
fourth child, Christopher James, born November
20, 1994. Walter continues as a teacher/coach at
Lincoln High School in Thief River Falls, Minn.,
where he also resides.

CLASS OF '73

Elizabeth Hinds announces her retirement from
her legal practice, due to a chronic disability. She
says, "Thanks to my good colleagues of bench
and bar; to the helpful personnel of our government offices; and especially to my wonderful clients. It has been a privilege to serve in this
profession.• Elizabeth resides in Morris.

John and Julie (Gasteyer) ('TT) Hanson report
that tl:leir oldest son, Josh, will be attending
Concordia College in Moorhead, Minn., in the fall.
John continues as vice president of finance for the
DC Hey Company, Inc., while Julie works as a
secretary for the Bloomington schools. They live
in Bloomington.
Denise (Palmer) Pederson works for Ecowater
Systems as a client server analyst and lives in
Woodbury, Minn .
Diane "Dee" Tvedt wrote us. '1994 highlights
were participating in the Minneapolis Police
Department's Citizen's Academy and winning a
City of Minneapolis award for 'having gone the
extra mile to enrich the Minneapolis Community.'
As an activist in the Stevens Square-Loring Heights
neighborhood, I am working on crime prevention
activites, including a citizens' patrol.• Dee was in
the first graduating class of the Citizens' Academy, a ten-week course in which participants
experience a variety of law enforcement activities
first hand, including police patrols, drug arrests
and accident response. Ceremonies were held
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November 30.

Randy Johnson lives in Milaca, Minn . He is
finishing his twenty-first year of teaching science
at the high school in Milaca.
Daniel Mielke coached the Anoka Ramsey Community College women's basketball team to the
national championship this year. He lives in
Monticello and teaches science for the school
district.
Grady Renville was a guest speaker last February of the Circle of Nations Indian Association,
UM M's Native American student organization. He
presented an American Indian perspective on
current issues including health, economic development in gaming, culture and education. Grady
is the community health director for the Indian
Health Service in Sisseton, S.D. He and his family
reside in Sisseton.

CLASS OF '75
Maren (Michaelson) Bakken has begun a new
venture. She is taking over the family farm near
Dawson, Minn., raising corn and soybeans. She
has two children, Sarah, 13, and Amy, ten, and
currently lives in Montevideo.
Sandra (Schlutz) Hasal continues teaching kindergarten, and affirms that she still loves it! She
also plays for the Silver Bullets, a women's softball
team that won first place in the Lake Elsinore,
Calif., competition where she resides. Sandra has
two children, Megahn, age 12, and Maxwell, age
three.
Patricia (Mellas) Lindquist updated us. She is
working as a medical technologist in the University
of Minnesota's pulmonary function lab. Her husband works with stained glass. They have two
children, Sara, 16, and John, 13, and live in
Minneapolis.

CLASS OF '76
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Jean (Wellnskl) and Rick Bohlman live in Richmond, Minn., with their four children: Brian, 16;
Becky, 13; Annie, ten; and Andrew, nine. Jean is
a substitute teacher for grades kindergarten
through twelve, and Rick is a veterinarian at the
Cold Spring Veterinary Clinic.
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Charles Broten updated us. He is president of
the California Association of Area Agencies on
Aging, representing 33 agencies in the state. He
is also director of the INYO/MONO Area Agency
on Aging, which serves two large counties in the
eastern part of the state. He resides in Bishop,
Calif.
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Steven and Dawn (Neumann) ('78) Gravdahl
moved to their new home in St. Francis Minn.,
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recently, and are 'putting on a new addition to the
house if anyone wants to come and help this
summer!' Both teach at St. Francis junior high,
Steven also serving as varsity football coach, and
Dawn teaching science. They have two children,
Joshua, ten, and Jessica, seven.
Robert Hendrickson works for the First National
Insurance Company of Starbuck, Minn., and lives
near Hancock where he and his wife, Beth, farm.
They have three children, Kristen, 14; Kelly, 12;
and Jillian, 16 months. Robert notes that he would
like to be informed of any '20-year reunion tun• at
Homecoming.
Clifford Rotz and his wife, Kay, reside in Dunbar,
W.Va., with their two children, Nicholas, who recently celebrated his fourth birthday, and Joseph,
age one. Clifford is staff engineer for the Union
Carbide Corporation in South Charleston, W.Va.

five, and Lindsey, two years--and lives in Park
Rapids, Minn.
CLASS OF '78
Lloyd and Lori ('77) Banaszak are living in Maple
Grove, Minn.; they are medical doctors for Health
Span and West Health in Plymouth.
Brian Bemmels wrote us. •1 am currently a
professor and division chair in the Faculty of
Commerce at the University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C., Canada. I am married (Marcia)
with two children, Jordan (seven years) and Michael
(age three).'
Connie (Westerbur) Hytjan writes, 'I live in
Casper, Wyo., with my husband, Duane, and our
two sons, Kelsey (age 12) and Cole (age eight). I
graduated from the University of Wyoming with a

Forrest Woodwlck resides in Phoenix where he
works for the city's water quality department. He
and his wife proudly annouced the birth of their
third child, Joseph, born last year.
Mark and Leslee (Kleinke) ('79) Yseth are living
in Andover, Minn. Leslee teaches preschool for
the St. Francis school system, and Mark is a
dentist.
CLASS OF '79
Murray Anderson is living in Hibbing, Minn.,
putting his master's degree in athletic administration to good use. He teaches senior high physical
education in the Hibbing school district, coaching
girls' track, having previously coached football.
Murray, his wife and two boys--Mathew, age seven,
and Nathan, three years--live near Hibbing, Minn.,
in a lake home on an island in Lake Vermillion.

CLASS OF '80

Thomas Kotval lives in Little Falls, Minn.,
and works for an auditor for the National
Guard.
Terry Petek writes, 'I and my husband,
Dave Johnson, added another member
to our family. Jack was born in January
and enjoys the company of his big sister,
Kasey, (three years). I am senior adviser
and coordinator of Continuing Education
and Certificate Programs for the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities campus.
We live in Minneapolis."
Susanne (Speiser) Prouty says, 'Hi to
all of my classmates!' She is working in
the School of Agriculture at the University of Minnesota as a lab supervisor, and
lives in Lino Lakes, Minn.

Barbara Weiner and Terry Reznicek
('77) reside in St. Croix Falls, Wis., where
she is staff librarian for the Hazelden
Foundation, and he is a piano teacher/
technician. Terry is happy to report that
he is 'full up' with piano students, many
of whom did well at the Wisconsin solo
and ensemble competition. Their daughter, Megan, is getting confirmed this May.

Deborah (Kodet) Stanton works tor
Honeywell, where she is commodities
manager. She is married with three
boys, and resides in Plymouth, Minn.

'
•

Virginia Boever and Michael Anderson ('80) updated us. As of January 1,
1995, Virginia opened her own law office. She continues arso to work as a
public defender for Douglas County and
as an attorney for Gaffaney & Velde, Ltd., in
Alexandria, Minn. Michael continues in his position with the Evansville schools as music and band
director. They reside in Alexandria.
Noel Hong shared an update. He lives in Bayfield,
Wis., where he has built his dream home on forty
acres, and is currently finishing it off. He works as
a pharmacist at the Memorial Medical Center in
Ashland, Wis., and enjoys cross country ski racing
in the winter and sail boarding in the summer.
Holly (Dop) and Larry Mann were looking forward to a Mediterranean cruise scheduled for May
when we talked to them last March. They have
three sons: Brendan, 11, and twins Carter and
Casey, age seven. Holly is a full-time mom, and
Larry is a vice president for Veco Estate Planning.
They reside in Montgomery, Ill.
Gall Rlxen and her life-long companion, Tim
• Baldy" Kroeger ('79), shared lots of good news.
Tim completed his Ph.D. in geology at the University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, on May 14,
1995, and is finishing up his first year of teaching
at Bemidji State. He and Gail bought a house near
Nevis, Minn., and plan on relocating to the area in
the coming months. (Some of their information
wa~ misrepresented in the last UMM To You .)
Robert White continues as a teacher for the
Menahga schools. He has two children--Alex, age
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Jack and Connie (Grages) ('81) Siljendahl live
in Lake Elmo, Minn. Jack is employed as a
purchasing manager for Domain Inc., while Connie
teaches at Newport Elementary School and
coaches basketball at Stillwater High.

Gary Hogle is the vice president of marketing and sales for Twin Pine Industries,
where tomatoes are grown without soil.
He reports that he's enjoying his work
and its challenges. Gary lives in Scandia,
Minn.

Melita Toon gave us this update. Due to
an industrial accident a few years back,
she has lost the use of her hands. She
now owns a horse that has been specially trained so that she does not need
her hands to ride and guide it. "It's an
experience learning to ride all over again,"
she notes. Melita is a teacher's assistant
at a horse barn, often getting to teach
handicapped children how to creatively
adapt to riding. She lives in Bloomington,
Minn.

Thomas Ackerman now works for
DeGolyer and MacNaughton as a
petrophysicist. Tom is a member of the
Society of Professional Well Log Analysts; the Society of Core Analysts; and
the Dallas Geological Society. He is a
certified professional geologist with the
American Institute of Professional Geologists, and resides in Garland, Texas.

Rhoda (Olson) Schrader is finishing her master's
at MSU while working at Northwest Technical
College; she lives in Staples, Minn. Rhoda says,
"Hello to everyone!"

Nancy Elias shared an update. She is
looking forward to a trip to New Orleans
this October with the Sweet Adelines
singing group, where she will be participating in the international chorus
competition. Nancy lives in Roseville,
Minn., and works as a payroll clerk for
Goodwill Industries in St. Paul.

Bradley Schnitzler wrote in with loads
of good news. He •continues to teach
science at Big Lake High School. Was
hired as the head volleyball coach in
1994. Holds a seat on the Big Lake City
Planning Board. Received hisJCI-Senatorship as a Big Lake Jaycee from the
international Jaycee organization. He
and his wife, Patsy, have three children:
Amy-18, Aaron-16, Alan-14. Amy is Miss
Big Lake and the valedictorian for 199495 Big Lake High School. Brad was
recently honored as the Number One
Jaycee Chapter President in Minnesota,
and was also honored as one of America's
top 60 Jaycee Chapter Presidents in
Greensboro, N.C."

CLASS OF '77

ha!) The Noonan's are doing great! With four
children, our social lives are spent at gyms for
basketball games or outdoors for baseball--we
now have three in the East Richfield baseball
program and are busy with spring AAU basketball.
Hello to all our friends from UMM--hope things are
going well. Hey, Dodoe! Where did the Jo go??!"

CLASS OF '81
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Timothy Anderson is an elementary
school counselor and head baskeball
coach at the Maple River East elementary and middle schools. He lives in
Minnesota Lake, Minn., with his wife,
Lois, and their two children--Seth, four,
and Sara, three. Lois teaches at Mankato
State.
Charles Christianson married Ramona
Jacobs on October 1, 1994. They have
a new residence in Fergus Falls, Minn .,
which they share with two fine cats.

master's degree in 1990. Presently, I am an
elementary principal at University Park School in
Casper. I will complete my doctorate in educational administration in spring 1996. I would love
to hear from all 1974-76 Indy 28 folks!"

Terry Benson is the program manager for Mt.
Olivet Rolling Acres Richfield Shelter, overseeing
a new program he started for disabled teenagers
in need of shelter. He states, "It's very exciting!"
Terry lives in Minneapolis.

Rick Jauert lives in Washington, D.C., working as
chief of staff for Congressman David Minge (DMinn.). Rick says he's• ... doing his best to thwart
Newt!" He is also networking with other DC area
UMMers, including Bill and Janet Salisbury ('69)
and Alana Christensen ('91).

Jonathan Denzene and his nature music CD,
"Surface Tension,' were featured on the Minnesota PBS program "Venture North" earlier this
year. The CD also was nominated for a Minnesota
music award for Best New-Age Recording, and it
is currently receiving national and international
radio play. Jonathan lives in Fairmont, Minn.

Richard Linden is now the assistant superintendent of business and finance for the Pine Plain
Central School District. He lives in Hopewell
Junction, N.Y.
Kent Mikkelsen updated us. He and his wife,
Deb, have two children--Drew, six, and DJ, age
four. He affirms that he is happy living in Tyler,
Minn., where he teaches physical education at
Russell Tyler Ruthton middle school and coaches
basketball and football.
Pamela Veeder made a career change. When we
talked to her in March, she was completing classes
at the Minnesota School of Paralegal for certification as a para!~gal, and she was looking forward
to working in civil and human rights and/or entertainment law. Pam lives in St. Paul.

Allen and Michele (Alvarez) ('85) Heimerdinger
reside in Oakdale, Minn. Allen is working as a
programmer/analyst for First Bank System Information Service, expanding his expertise in software
development, recently joining Fiserv, one of the
largest financial outsourcing companies in the US.
Michele is an electronics buyer for the Control
Data Corporation.
Harold and Wanda (Tysdal) ('81) Holt live in
Pelican Rapids, Minn., where Harold is a teacher
and coach, and Wanda is a social worker.
Jean (Thompson) and Jim Noonan write from
their home in Minneapolis, 'Busy, busy, busy, and
loving it--someone should have advised us to take
a class in time management and taxi driving! (Ha,

Roger Grev and Donna Toft have two
children: Casey is five; Celestine, who is three,
loves walking to school with her big brother. The
family lives in Lexington, Ky., where Roger is an
assistant professor of chemistry at the University
of Kentucky.
Sharon Nelson is in the alternative licensing
program at the Twin Cities campus, where she is
getting her state license to teach elementary school.
She lives in Minneapolis.
Royce and Elizabeth (Blegen) ('82) Richter updated us. They lived in Dallas and Seattle for many
years, and moved back to Eden Prairie, Minn., in
July of 1993. They have two children and another
is on the way. Beth is a full-time homemaker, and
Royce works as an engineering managertor Cypress Semiconductor in Bloomington.
Gordon Straw resides in Chicago and is now a
full-time doctoral student in systemic theology. He
and his wife, Evelyn, proudly announced the birth
of their daughter, Amanda, born March 6, 1995.
Debra (Radermacher) and Mark ('82) Suek write,
'We are enjoying living in White Bear Lake, Minn.,
with our three children: Britta (7), Megan (5) and
Matthew (2). • Debra is a social worker for Dakota
County, and Mark is the business systems manager for Harvest States Cooperatives.
John Tomlinson shared an update. He is starting
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a new job at Honeywell, working with the International Space Station . He lives in Glendale , Ariz.
Susan Wachholz-Dorrington writes, "I recently

set up an event management company working in
the areas of corporate event management, charity
event management, and upmarket weddings. I'm
still playing rugby and was recently selected to
play for a European-select side to play Holland .
I'm also training to be a personal fitness coach."
Susan lives in Surrey, England .
CLASS OF '82

Carol (Ball) and Bradley ('84) Johnson gave us

an update. They are living in Zimmerman , Minn.,
with their two children, Lucas, five, and Carleen,
three . Carol works for Honeywell, and Bradley is
with the State Department of Transportation .
Teresa (Jung) Johnson is an elementary school

teacher in Lincoln, N.D. , where she resides with
her two children, Thomas, nine, and Trina, three .
Loren Mathews is a truck driver and wrestling
coach in Howard Lake , Minn. He lives in Silver
Lake, Minn., with his wife, Lois, and children,
Craig, eight, and Mark, five.

Donald Dainsberg is a teacher and coach in the

Chaska schools. He and his wife , Terri, will soon
celebrate their second wedding anniversary . They
live in Eden Prairie, Minn .

Bryan and Kimberly (Koentopf) ('84) Olson live

in Sauk Centre, Minn ., with their children, Matthew

ages seven and five . Michael and Shelly have
master's degrees in elementary education, and
have been teaching in Granite Falls, Minn ., schools
for the past 11 years, where they also reside.

at UMM and at Prairie Land Services. The children, Katya, 15, and Slavic, 11, are adapting well
to their new home and schools, rapidly learning to
"speak American!"

Julie Henslin writes, "My husband, Steve Vossen,
and I are pleased to announce the birth of our
second child, Zoe. Her brother, Kyler, is now two.
I've been living in Anchorage, Alaska, since 1987
where I'm employed by an agency that provides
services to people who experience developmental disabilities. I'd like to know what happened to
Deb Blonigen ('81 )?!"

Christine (Wood) Kluthe updated us in Febru-

Barry and Rebecca (Driggins) ('85) Hogen are
the proud parents of a baby girl, Rachel, born on
February 4, 1995. Barry is self-employed, working

Nancy (Hanson) Erdmann lives in Dodge Center, Minn ., and works at the Mayo Clinic in
Rochester. She and her husband, Jerry, have
three boys: Zachary, five ; Logan, three; and
Justin, six months.

ary. She was looking forward to the birth of her
second child, due in March, who will join older
brother Joseph Grant. Christine is working as a
nurse at a hospital in the Twin Cities, and lives in
Moundsview, Minn.
Julianne (Ryan) Ortman writes, "(I) recently relocated from Washington, D.C., with my husband,
Raymond C. Ortman , Jr. , and children Raymond
(4) , Elinor (3) and William (9 months) to open a
new commercial law and litigation firm, Ortman
Associates, PLC , in Minnetonka, Minn. I graduated from Macalaster College magna cum laude in
1986, and from the University of Pennsylvania
Law School in 1989."
Vincent Parker is living in Minneapolis and work-

ing with homeless youth there. He reports he is
"doing fine!"

Thomas Hanson and his wife, Cathy, built a new

home in Marshall, Minn., and proudly announce
their adoption of three children: Jenny, six; Jeff,
four; and Jason, one year. Tom works for Schwan's
Sales as a business development manager.
Kevin Hein is general manager at the Best west-

ern Royale Inn in Montevideo, Minn., and is also a
city councilman. He has three children: Owen,
five ; Emily, three; and Hannah, one.
John McCullough updated us. He lives in St.

Paul and works for United Behavioral Systems in
Minnetonka, specializing in delivering mental health
and substance abuse services.

UMM Classes of '64-'95, faculty and staff:

You're Invited!
(and so are your spouse, kids, significant others)
'\
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Lorraine (Hahn) Rose lives in South Minneapolis

with her husband, Dave, and children, Philip,
Evelyn , and Joanna. Lorraine is a homemaker,
and Dave works for Unisys Corporation.
Thomas Stackpool and Monica Pavek
Stackpool ('85) live in Virginia, Minn., with their

three children--Caitlin, five; Cavan, three; and
Cade, nine months. They continue in their teaching careers. Tom is coaching and teaching at
Mesabi Community College. Monica is in her
eleventh year of teaching seventh grade, and
reports she might be ready for a change!
CLASS OF '83
Michael and Nancy (Schaeffer) ('85) Aagesen

reside in Appleton, Minn. Michael is a fifth grade
teacher and assistant football coach, and Nancy is
a CPA.
Lisa (Hahn) and John ('84) Anderson are living
In Lester Prairie, Minn., with their three children.
Lisa is a kindergarten teacher in the Mound district, and John works for J-Tech Communications.
Peter and JIii (Lewis) ('84) Becken have three

children--ages five, 19 months and six months-and are living in Circle Pines, Minn. Peter is a
systems analyst for 3M, and Jill is a math teacher
and basketball coach for the Forest Lake schools.
Dean and Peggy ('85) Ditty wrote us. "[We) have
resided in Eden Prairie, Minn., since 1985. Dean
works for Advance Machine Company in Plymouth, Minn., in the role of director-Sales and
Marketing Services, where he is responsible for
're-engineering' the customer service, credit, technical service, and transportation departments.
Peggy stays home full-time to operate the 'shuttle
bus' between school and athletic activities for son
Paul (8) and daughters Ali (5 1/2) and Jacqui (1 1/
2)."
Lydia (Albers) and Timothy Erickson live in
Alexandria, Minn., with their three children, Abecca,
Tyler and Colin. Lydia is teaching kindergarten,
and Timothy works at Swedberg Wood Products.
Moshtagh Farokhi shared an update. After leaving UMM, he attended the dental school on the

Twin Cities campus, graduated and completed his
residency. He then moved to Colorado Springs,
Colo., and now has his own dental practice. He
has been there for three years.
Mary Jane (Lounsbury) Gruba updated us. "I
went to graduate school in counseling psychology

at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln right after
graduation and have worked as a therapist and
clinical supervisor at the Child Guidance Center in
Lincoln for the last ten years. I'm happily single
and enjoy my delightful, older teenage children
Jonah (19) and Calli (17)."
Vicky Hanson wrote in.

"I have been living in
Alaska for five years. I live in Eagle River and work
as a pharmacist for Payless Drug in the Anchorage area."
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Saturday, August 19, 1995 • 1:00-7:00 p.m.
Tim Peterson•s ('78) Hobby Farm
Near Litchfield, Minn.
(Call the Alumni Office for directions, 612/589-6066.)

Kristin Peterson gave us an update. She is now
working as the art director for Nygard &Associates, a marketing comunication firm located in
Minneapolis, where she also resides .
Jon Thares Davidann and Beth Ziemke
Davidann ('85) are living in Minneapolis where

Jon is a doctoral candidate, teaching at the Rochester Center, and Beth is a University of Minnesota
project coordinator. They recently helped their
son, Elijah, celebrate his first birthday.
CLASS OF '85
Debra Anderson has two children--a brand new

baby girl, Natalie, and her proud older sister, Kate,
age four. Debra is working as a learning disability
teacher at the middle school in Minnetonka, Minn.,
and resides in Chanhassen.
Linda (Randt) Bergherr updated us. She received her double master's in community mental
health and rehabilitation and is employed at Head
Start as a family counselor. Linda resides in
Morris.
Jerry and Linda (Lindquist) ('87) Betzler shared

Mark your calendar and join the fun! This is your invitation to a special event, compliments of the UMM Alumni
Association. You, your family and others are our special
guests for an afternoon of outdoor fun--games, volleyball, frisbee and more. We'll provide the brats, dogs,
burgers, sodapop and iced tea, and you should bring a
dish to share. Clip this invitation and spread the word.

,, //

---f~--We'II see you there!
sUMMerFest Planning Committee: Marian Blattner ('81) convener, Terry Benson ('79),
Tom Hanson ('84), Barb Hippe ('78), Dean Penk ('79), Cathy ('87) and Todd Sicard ('91)

an update. They have four children, three girls and
a boy, and are enjoying life in Grand Rapids, Minn.
Jerry is finishing his eighth year with Horace Mann
Insurance, and Linda continues as a consultantfor
Creative Memories.
Daniel Bormann and his wife, Stacey, had a baby
girl, Hailey, in July of 1994. They are living in
Waunakee, Wis.
Kris and Shelley (Beals) Budke have three children: Will, eight; Lily, five; and Margaret, four.
Shelley is a Spanish teacher, and Kris is a critcal
care nurse; he is going back to school to earn his
master's degree as a nurse anesthetist. They live
in Anoka, Minn.
Deirdre "DeeDee• (Swenson) Burgess wrote in.

"My husband and I recently purchased a new
home in Cadiz, Ky. I now have my Kentucky
teaching license in elementary education and two
areas of special education. I'll be job hunting for
the next school year. Our twin sons, Jer, '.l and
Kyle, will be three years in May."
Thomas Hanson has been busy with 'single

parenting' this past year while his wife, Sheila, has
been hospitalized. Tom and Sheila have two girls,
ages five and two. Tom lives in Minneapolis and
continues to teach sociology at Anoka Ramsey
Community College.
(8), Megan (6), and Mike (4) . Kim was assistant
girls' basketball coach this winter in Sauk Centre.

as an attorney in Minneapolis, and Rebecca is a
surgery scheduler at the Shriners Hospital. They
live in Minneapolis.

Robert Simonson resides in Zumbrota, Minn.,

and works for Keane, Inc., in Rochester. He has
three children: Emily, six years; Mariah, threeand-a-half; and Lucas, six months.
Jon Vick wrote in. "Finally have someone to take
care of. A Moluccan Cockatoo. New phone
number (612) 551-8955 (That's - I used to weigh
189 lbs surrounded by 55 at the beginning and 55
at the end) . Hi Rae O! Bruce Springsteen rules!"
Jon and his phone number are located in Plymouth, Minn.
CLASS OF '84

Marvin Hughes was married on December 18,

1993, to Tanya Wuckuya. They are happily expecting their first child and live in Ypsilanti, Mich.
Tamara (Popp) Jahnke was recently selected

Sauk Rapids (Minn .] Citizen of the Year for her
volunteer work and promotion of the community.
She works as a paralegal for Kalenda Associates .
David Johnson and his wife, Karen, moved April

1994 into the new home they built in Chaska,
Minn. They have three daughters, ages four, six,
and eight. Dave is a computer programmer with
Richlind Metals.

Ted and Kristin (Paulsen) Blasko proudly an-

nounced the birth of their second child, Jana, born
in March . Jana joins older sister, Emily, who is
two. The family resides in Plymouth, Minn .
Michael and Shelly (Reese) Gattaney updated

us. They have two children , Jordan and Kyle,

Gerald Kill was working for the US Embassy in

Moscow when he met his Russian-born wife, Irina,
and her two children. They were married two
years ago in the city's Wedding Palace, and although both love Moscow, for a variety of reasons
they moved back to Morris. Gerald is now working

Jeffrey Johnson is married to Carol Mehlhaff
from Yankton, S.D. The live in Lincoln, Neb.,
where Jeffrey is a medical doctor in the Lincoln
Family Practice Program.
Sue Jung-Varpness was a guest artist in UM M's
first-ever "Women Faculty in Concert," a recital
featuring the women music faculty performed in
HFA on March 2, 1995. Sue sang soprano in the
recital and then was the featured vocalist with the
Alumni Jazzers during the group's Jazz Fest performance in April. Sue and her husband, Lee
Varpness ('85), live in Montevideo, Minn.; Lee is
currently on faculty here as a teaching specialist in
the music discipline.

Lori Mathis writes, "Received my Ph.D. in behavioral neuroscience from Rutgers in 1992, and I've
been doing primate research as a research associate at the East Orange VA since then. I live in
North Brunswick, N.J., with my husband, Carl, and
our beautiful and very active one-year-old, Ian ."
Michael and Susan (Iverson) ('87) Nelson wrote

in. "We are pleased to announce the birth of our
son on March 24, 1995. His name is Nathanial
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Michael, and he is our first child. He weighed six
pounds, 14 ounces and was 18 1/2 inches long.
We reside in South Haven, Minn ."
Patricia (McBride) Stonecipher announces her
upcoming marriage to Bruce Scott and plans for
relocating to Memphis, Tenn., from her current
residence in Peoria, Ill.
John Stowe is working as a CPA and tax accountant in Minneapolis. He has two children, Kyle ,
age three, and Ellen, one year.
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John Roach shared an update in March . He and
his wife , Brenda, have three children: Brandon ,
five; Dana, four; Colleen, two; and they were
expecting their fourth , due in May. John is now an
environmental claims supervisor for Federated
Insurance, and Brenda owns her own home day
care facility .
Brian and Debra (Hanson) ('87) Roggow are
expecting their second child this August. They
reside in Fairmont, Minn ., where Brian is a veterinarian, and Debra is a pharmacist.
Lonnie Seifert writes , "Finishing my sixth year of
teaching sixth grade at Montgomery-Lonsdale
schools in Montgomery, Minn. [I have] two children, Kendra, six, and Kale, three. Completed my
first year as head girl,-' basketball coach ."
Karen Wiese-Thompson continues in her acting
career and writes, "Just closed Forgiving Typhoid
Mary and am getting ready to direct a one-woman
touring show called Moments of Joy based on the
life of Joy Davidson (wife of C.S. Lewis). Still living
in St. Paul with husband , Doug, and son , Frank."
Break a leg , Karen!

Jeffrey Ledermann is expecting his first baby in
May . He has been promoted to the Office of
Environmental Assistance for the State of Minnesota. Jeffrey lives in North St. Paul, Minn.
Linda (Wanke) Lovold is currently working for
West Publishing and living in Apple Valley, Minn .
She and her husband , a senior program analyst
for Meca, have one son, Austin, who recently
celebrated his second birthday.
Ann (Bois) Miller writes, "I am currently teaching
kindergarten in Lino Lakes, and my husband ,
David works at Medtronic, Inc., as a research
chemist. I'm also busy doing Mary Kay! Our son ,
Isaac, will be two in April, and we currently live in
Lino Lakes, Minn ."
Denise (Ruter) and Robert Murphy proudly announced the birth oftheir daughter, McKayla, born
in February of this year. Robert is a medical sales
representative for GD Searle, and Denise works at
Dayton Hudson . They live in Brooklyn Park, Minn.
Mary Susan (Eliason) Poss is a news reporter for
Kadoka Press and is living in Philip , S.D. She also
works as the secretary/treasurer of the area grazing district and does ranching .

CLASS OF '87

Brenda (Joyce) Reidt wrote in . "My husband ,
Jim , and I are happy to announce the birth of our
first daughter, Ellen Joyce Reidt, born February
13, 1995, weighing seven pounds, 5 1/2 ounces.
We live in Shell Lake, Wis., where we have two
chiropractic practices, one in Shell Lake and another in Cumberland , Wis ."

Alta Begay lives in Ganado, Ariz., with her daughter, Heather, age seven. She works as a counselor
at the Navajo Traditional School in Ganado.

Paul Ahrenholz gave us this update . He is
working as a teacher and coach in the Farmington
schools . He and his wife, Sheila, who is also a
teacher, have been married for two years. Paul
received his master's degree in 1993 from St.
Mary's College , where Sheila is finishing up course
work for her master's as well.

Karla (Bjornjeld) Roisen is teaching full-time at
Dawson elementary school. She is continuing her
graduate courses at SCSU in special education.
Karla is enrolled in the University of Minnesota's
master's degree program in human resources
development. She has one child, Nathaniel, two
years .

Sharon Begay teaches grades K-2 for the Ganado
schools in Arizona, where she resides with her
three children : Shawn, nine; Alexander, five; and
Chamisa, eight months.

Wendy (Wharton) Appenzeller proudly announced the birth of her first child, Zachary Jacob,
born on Novermber 22, 1994. The family resides
in Victoria, Minn.

Mark Buntje has two children--Carmen, seven,
and Matthew, four--and is working as a teacher in
Lyle, Minn.

Beth Gillespie Hallauer shared an update. She
and her husband, Tim Hallauer, were happily
expecting the birth of their second child, due in
June, who will join older brother, Ben, age 11.
Beth lives in Keokuk, Iowa, and continues as
marketing coordinator for a manufacturing company. She notes, 'You can't get any farther south
in Iowa!"

Darcy (Wille) Senst shared an update. She and
her husband, David, are expecting their second
child, due in June, who will join older brother
Parker, age two. Darcy continues at the College
of St. Catherine, working as assistant director of
the Institute for Leadership. She and her family
live in Bloomington, Minn.

Stephen Terhaar writes, "My wife Pat and I proudly
announce the arrival of our first child, Kristina
Marie, born on September 9, 1994. We continue
to be employed as geologists with Braun lntertec
and have recently moved to a new home in
Rosemount, Minn ."
CLASS OF '86
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husband , Dave, and their two-year-old son , Travis.
She teaches psychology and sociology at the high
school. Students benefitting from her enthusiastic
style are not confined to her classroom--Peggy is
also teaching via the instructional television system serving Morris and five other communities in
the region .

Corey Carlson announces his engagement to
Paula Schmeling of Hayfield, Minn., and is planning to be married this fall. He currently lives in
Rochester, Minn.
Craig Coffland and his wife, Jacquelyn, proudly
announce the birth of their daughter, Hannah Kay,
on February 13, 1995. The family lives in Ashland,
Wis.
Blair Hill is working as a manager for Crafts
Unlimited, and resides in Mitchell, S.D.
Darcy (Ayers) and Troy Hoyt gave us an update.
Darcy is teaching sixth grade reading, and coaching b-squad volleyball for the Springfield public
schools in Springfield, Minn. Troy also teaches in
Springfield; he instructs fourth grade.
Patti Jordahl Volkmann returned to school. She
attended the University of Illinois, earning credentials for a major in social work. She lives in
Bethalto, Ill.
Josie (Vial) and Karl ('88) Kloster are'the proud
parents of a son, Lewis, born on July 28, 1994.
The family is living in Minneapolis where Karl is a
broker with Merrill Lynch.
Leanne (McNeal) Labbie recently opened her
own business, Pensacola Garter, in Pensacola,
Fla. She is also still teaching at Escambia High
School there.
Barbara Larsen recently became engaged to
Thad Friedeman. A wedding is planned for June
of this year. Barbara is working as a natural
resource analyst for the South Dakota Department of Environmental and Natural Resources,
and lives in Pierre, S.D.

Michael Gutierres is a designer and typesetter
for the magazine, India Country Today, based in
Rapid City, S.D., where he currently resides.

Neil Stiller had a baby girl, Erica, in May of 1994,
and is expecting another in August. He lives in
Rochester, Minn., and works as a project electrical
engineer for Rochester Public Utilities.

Jill (Bregel) Hanson writes, 'We are proud to
announce the birth of our daughter, Josie Nicole.
She was nine pounds, 1 ounce, and 201/2 inches
in length. We are still living in Shawnee, Kansas,
where I teach fourth grade.'

Denise (Erickson) Sturman updated us. She is
living in Plano, Texas, with her husband, Jim, and
their four-year-old son, Eric. Denise works for
Famous Footwear, and Jim works for JC Penney's
Credit Service Center.

David Hofland continues as a teacher and coach
at Warren High School in Warren, Minn.

Kenneth Theisen wrote in. 'I am currently a
partner of Alternative Business Furniture [based
in Eden Prairie, Minn.]. ABF is a re-manufacturer
of systems office furniture . My wife, Nancy, and I
spend our time trying to keep up with ourtwo-yearold son, Matthew. We reside in Plymouth, Minn.•

Eric Johnson is working in sales for Cellular One
and is also acting in theatre productions. He lives
in Minneapolis.
Mahjoub Labyad updated us. He lives in Duluth
and continues working for the University of Minnesota, Duluth keeping busy developing a 'home
page" Internet system for the campus. He says
"Hello to everyone!"
Paul LaGrange and Charlene (Hilbrand)
LaGrange ('89) updated us. They live in Grand
Rapids, Minn., where Paul is enjoying his new
position as technical director for the Myles Reif
Performing Art Center. Charlene teaches kindergarten.
Terry Larson is back in Morris, working as a
technical publisher for Superior Equipment.

David and Dena (Vieth) Loher announce the
birth of their daughter, Whitney Page, on July 5,
1994. The family lives in Ham Lake, Minn . David
is a social worker for Anoka County, and Dena
teaches third grade for the North Branch schools.
Sandra Messner Jacobson proudly announced
the birth of her first child, a girl born on December
23, 1994, who she named Mikayla. The family
resides in Savage , Minn.
Terri (Heida) Morrow updated us. She is teach ing choir at Canyon Vista Middle School in Austin,
Texas, and lives in Cedar Park.
Peggy Rinkenberger lives in Morris with her
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Sarah (Holm) Smith recently had a job change
from the BOLD school district to Willmar elementary, where she is still teaching first grade. She
lives in Willmar, Minn.
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Judy (Watson) Tiesel completed her Ph.D. in
July of last year. She is now working as a marriage
and family therapist and teaching at St. Mary's in
their graduate program. Judy lives in Minneapolis.
Donald and Carol (Olson) Vancura wrote us.
They recently moved to Barnsville, Minn., the
Fargo/Moorhead area, with their two-year-old
daughter, Addrienne, and are in the process of
purchasing a house. Don is the manager of Rent
to Own, and Carol is a front desk clerk at the Kelly
Inn.
Theodore VanErp and his wife, Becky, proudly
announce the birth of their daughter, Samantha
Faye , born July 10, 1994. Theodore is a family
physician with Rum River Medical Associates in
Zimmerman and Elk River, Minn . The family
resides in Zimmerman.
Dean and Mary (Peltier) Walters shared an update. They live in Jackson, Minn., where Mary is
the office manager for a dental office, and Dean is
a teacher and football coach at the high school.
He proudly reports having had a very good football
season last fall , and was named Coach of the Year
for the Southwest Conference .
Tammy (Block) Winter is expecting her second
child in June. She teaches first grade in the Eden
Valley/Watkins public schools, and lives in Watkins,
Minn .

CLASS OF '88
Liane (Schank) and Jeff Davie proudly announced
the birth of their twin boys on July·18, 1994. Their
names are Timothy and Joshua. The family is
living in Circle Pines, Minn.
Douglas Kvidera updated us . He lives in Iowa
City, Iowa, and works for National Computer System, having previously worked at the University of
Iowa in mechanical analysis research. . He is
married with one child and "one on the way. "
Fredrick Livesay gave us an update . He graduated from the Cooperstown graduate school in
New York with a master's degree in history museum studies. He now lives in Mahtomedi, Minn .,
and does woodworking and volunteers at an area
museum.
Andrea Locke married Paul Schacht in April of
1994. They now live in Oakdale, Minn., and she is
working for State Farm Insurance as an auto claim
specialist.
Carlynn (Anderson) Lundeen and her husband ,
Todd , happily announce the birth of their daughter, Clare Anna, born on December 20, 1994 . The
family resides in Cokato , Minn., where Carlynn
teaches part-time for the Dassel-Cokato schools.
Jenifer (Garrett) and Daniel ('89) Marier proudly
announce the birth of their second daughter, Jenna,
on August 3, 1994. They live in St. Paul, and both
work for West Publishing .
Desiree (Mims) Pay·ne was busy gearing up for a
move to Woodbury, Minn., with her husband,
Kylon , when we talked to her last February. They
were also looking forward to the birth of their first

©~~@@
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child; the baby was due in May.
Susan Pearson shared an update. She is working as an elementary school physical education
teacher at St. Mary's School in Sleepy Eye, Minn.,
also serving as coach for varsity girls' basketball
and K-6 softball.
John Rentz sent us an update. He is the vice
president of the heathcare division of KJR Management Consulting, Inc. , in Columbus. John, his
wife, Kathy, and their 18-month old daughter,
Kaley, moved back to the Midwest from Georgia,
and now live in Powell, Ohio.
Joanne Shaw has made a job change from a
Chapter 1 teacher to a full-time teacher of English
as a second language in the Willmar public schools.
She lives in Kerkhoven, Minn.
Michael Strysick writes, 'This past summer I was
an NEH Fellow at Yale University in a seminar for
college teachers titled 'The Literary Figure and the
Public Scene,' led by R.W.B. Lewis. In August I
was appointed assistant professor of English (tenure-track) at Kent State University, Tuscarawas
campus. Since then I have also been approved for
graduate faculty status at the Kent campus . Also,
two essays appeared recently, one in the joutnal
Romantic Review and another in a book titled
Encountering the Other(s): Studies in Literature,
History, and Culture.' Michael invites correspondence at <mstrysick@ksu.kent.edu>.
Moira Sweeting writes, "Greetings from Florida!
This is just a note to let you know what I have been
up to this past year. I am still teaching at St.
Monica School. I am teaching fourth grade. I am
also a published poet. My poem , entitled 'Images,'
was published by the National Library of Poetry in
their Seasons to Come anthology. I also received
an Editors Choice Award for my entry." Moira
writes poetry and teaches in Miramar .
Bastian and Melissa (Meyer) VanHofwegen have
a six-year-old child who is just starting kindergar-
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band, Mark, have one daughter, Quinn, age two,
and reside in Alexandria. Her parents are UMMers,
too: Rick Lucken ('77) and Bev Clausen ('79).
Barbara Kuhlman lives in Eden Prairie, Minn.,
and is employed as a resident services director at
Walker Place located in Minneapolis.

CLASS OF '91
Patricia Bohaty updated us from Chapel Hill,
N.C. 'I am getting my MA in the spring, and next
year I will be a lecturer at the University of
Montpellier .'
Kristin (Shoberg) Denner gave us this update:

Dean and Marlene Larson are happily expecting

ten this year. Bastian is working in waste management for BFI and Melissa is a private piano teacher.
The family resides in Big Lake, Minn.

three years ago in Greenwood, Ind., and Kristin is
working as a research pharmacist for Lily Research Labs.

Douglas and Lisa (Condon) Wedman are ex-

Belinda (Boyer) Miller and her husband, Brian,

pecting their second child in October; their first
child is now two. They currently live in Los
Alamos, N.M., where Douglas is working as a
chemist.

recently opened an Ace Hardware Store in Viborg,
S.D., where Belinda is in her fifth year of teaching
at the high school. She was recently hired as the
head volleyball coach at Lennox High School in
Lennox, S.D.

Kris Ziskovsky and Chuck Moller ('84) announce
their engagement and plans for a June 24, 1995,
wedding in St. Paul. Chuck is a football coach for
the University of New Mexico, and Kris is teaching
Spanish atthe Chisago Lakes, Minn., high school.
They will reside in Albuquerque.
CLASS OF '89
Kelan Birnbaum writes, "My family and I have

recently moved to Apple Valley, Minn. I am
currently working for Andersen Consulting in Minneapolis."

their first child in late June of this year. They reside
in Osseo, Minn.
Rodney Leman married Susan Stocks on Octo-

ber 29, 1994. They are currently living in Webster
City, Iowa.

Gina Herman wrote in. 'After starting New Year's
Deanna (Trigg) Lipinski and her husband, Gerry,

are looking forward to the birth of their first child,
due in July. Deanna is teaching the fifth grade at
St. Wendelin school. The couple resides in St.
Cloud, Minn.

Rickard Roche is living in Elk River, Minn., where

he is an account representative for the Horace
Mann Insurance Company. He has two children,
Kelsey, three, and Kaitlyn, two.

Peggy Mahlstedt states that she 'is still alive,

Robin (Vanderberg) and Michael ('89) Saari
were married. Robin is working as a technical
specialist for Travelers Insurance. Michael is a
teacher in Princeton, Minn. They have a two-yearold daughter named Erin, and live in Minneapolis.

Susan Moening lives and works in Denver, Colo.,
teaching bilingual kindergarten in the Denver public schools.

living in North Minneapolis.' She adds, 'It would
be fun to hear from someone--give me a shout!'

Kristi (Block) Schmidtbauer is in her second

Michael Murphy works for Premiere One, doing
consulting as a computer systems engineer. He
lives in St. Louis Park, Minn.

Gerardo Casas is now working as a school coun-

year as a computer coordinator at Holy Trinity
school in Pierz, Minn.

Dana Nelson graduated from the University of

selor in Orlando, Fla., for the Orange County
public schools.

Brenda Schwitters notes that her daughter, Paige,

Krista Dalager is living in Wood Dale, Ill., where

she is senior accountant in operations for Household Retail Services.
Melinda (Gibson) Doyle got married on April 16,

1994, to Robert Doyle.
Lisa (Nordstrom) Gjersvik proudly announced
the birth of her daughter, Lily, born October 5,
1994; she joins older brother Harry, age three.
Lisa works as a technical services assistant for
Agriculture Utilization Research Institute in
Waseca, Minn.

will be two soon. Brenda continues to teach at
MacCray school in Raymond, Minn., and lives in
Clara City.
Lisa (Schlosser) Skamser is employed by the
American College of Chest Physicians. Her husband is working on his engineering Ph.D. in material
science. They live in Northbrook, Ill.

his daughter, Allison, born in November. He is
teaching eighth grade in the White Bear Lake
school district and is living in Oakdale, Minn.
Robert Vipond is teaching social studies at Dis-

Ed Gudgel sent this update. He recently became

a certified paralegal, graduating at the top of his
class at Ohio Dominican College in Columbus. He
is presently working for the law firm of Shuster &
Thompson in Columbus and hopes to enter law
school in the future. Ed and his family have
resided in Ohio for the last five years.

covery Middle School in Alexandria, Minn. Robert
and his wife, Glenice, have a son, Ryan, graduating from high school this year.
Bradley and Jackie (Knaak) Vogt have two chil-

dren, Rachael, three, and Kable, 18 months, and
are happily expecting a third. They live in Evansville, Ind.

Lori (Hill) Heutmaker shared an update. She and

her husband, John, are expecting a child in August, and have just started a gift basket business,
Ivy Gardens, located in Bloomington, Minn., where
they also reside.
Mary Holmberg was recognized by the Land of

Lakes Girl Scout Council as being a 'woman of
excellence," specifically in the category of "women
preparing young women today." Mary is the
athletic director for the Morris Area school district,
and in that capacity the council praised her serving
"as a role model for young women, teaching them
to pursue their goals in spite of limits place on them
by others."
Shirley (Blommel) Hulinsky is working as a

substitute teacher in the Swanville, Grey Eagle
and Melrose school districts. She has four children: Alex, Greg, Nathan and Tiffany. Shirley and
her family live in Burtrum, Minn.
Ellen Jarchow announces her engagement to
Jean-Claude Moritz of Vail, Colo., and is planning
a September wedding. She is employed as a
manager of First Bank of Colorado in Vail.
Erik Johnson is an account executive at Guilford

Michelle Walker writes, "I have left Los Angeles

liam Mitchell College of Law in St. Paul. She is
working as a law clerk for a district court judge in
Hennepin County.
Lynette (Miller) Ringquist will graduate in May of

1995 with her master's degree in K-12 curriculum
from the University of St. Thomas. She currently
resides in Fergus Falls, Minn.

Leslie Soule is working at the Gateway Motel and

Barbara Sayles-Goulet and her husband, Chris,

Sherry Dessonville is employed as a social studies teacher at the senior high in Marshall, Minn.
She recently taught at Southwest State University, teaching geography methods to education/
social sciences majors for state and national competencies.
Kurt Flaten shared an update. He is currently
teaching physics and chemistry at Kewaunee
High School in Kewaunee, Wis., where he resides. Kurt also serves as the school's assistant
varsity football and assistant varsity wrestling
coach.

December 31, 1994. Amy will be graduating from
the University of Minnesota College of Veterinary
Medicine in June of 1995. Jeff is employed as a
credit analyst at Farm Credit Services in Litchfield,
Minn.

Letitia (Talbot) Lacount writes, "I received my

Connie (Stangler) Hesse notes that she had her

B.S. in home economics from the U of M-St. Paul
in 1989. I married Brad Lacount, a horticulturist,
in 1990, and we moved to Wisconsin in 1991. I'm
employed as a tailor by Daytons while Brad works
in sc1les for Reinders Turf and Irrigation. We
purchased our first home in September of 1994
(Kaukauna, Wis.,) and rushed to remodel the
nursery. Talia Marie arrived conveniently late on
November 5, 1994. Talia is the light of our lives,
and her smiles make even the most dismal days
sunny.'

second child, Molly, in May of 1994. She resigned
her teaching position last spring, and lives with her
family in Watkins, Minn.

Jeff Hoppe is now working as a systems manager

for the Foundation Group in Minneapolis. He lives
St. Louis Park, Minn.
Robert Houle and Eileen Briggs Houle ('92)
gave us an update. Robert is a graduate student
in the Ph.D. program in African history at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison. Eileen continues working in Minnesota, while pursuing
employment opportunities in Wisconsin.
Martha Jorgensen writes, "Got my master's in
arts management from Carnegie-Mellon in Pittsburgh, May 1994. Moved to Alaska two months
later. Am working full-time and getting a B.A. in
education at night. I hope to be teaching in The
Bush (Alaska's middle-of-nowhere) by next year."
Robert Kochenderfer teaches one day a week at
the University of Minnesota dental school as an
assistant professor. He also has his own dental
practice.
Jeremy Levitt updated us. He studied for a while

at Hennepin Technical College after graduating
from UMM, and he now works at Tiro Company.
Peter Lindbloom wrote in. 'I began working for

the Hennepin County Medical Center full-time as
a paramedic March 13. I have also been accepted
into Augsburg College's first Physician Assistant
Program which will begin May 30, 1995. Relocating to Maple Grove, Minn.'
Terrence and Tammy (Lemke) ('92) Osterman

gave us this news: Terrance will be graduating
from Palmer College of Chiropractic in Davenport,
Iowa, in June of 1995. He will then join a practice
in Elk River, Minn, where he did his internship in
the spring. Tammy also has a new job as branch
coordinator at the First National Bank in Elk River.

living in St. Cloud, Minn.

Teresa (Luckow) Peterson married Jason

Darin St. Germain is an application engineer for

Peterson in June 1994. She resides in Granite
Falls, Minn.

Jeffrey and Kristin Dalen Bard currently reside

in Madison, Wis. Jeffrey is an administrative
fellow at Mercy Health System and Kristin is a
student atthe University of Wisconsin Law School.

off in Alabama building a house for Habitat for
Humanity, I then went to Mardi Gras in February.
I hope to finish the last two months of 1995
backpacking Europe. But in the meantime, I have
some unfinished business. I will be completing my
master's degree in counseling psychology from
St. Mary's University in August of this year. I am
interning at Metro State in career services and
working at MCC Behavioral Care, Inc. Work hard!
Play hard!'

Mary Patrick-Cabrera is in her third year at Wil-

CLASS OF '90

of his child, due in April, when we talked to him in
February. He works as a biological science technician for the National Park Service in Harrison,
Neb.

pages

his master's degree in chemistry from the University of Iowa in 1992. He and Debbie Hudson of
Iowa City, Iowa, married on January 22, 1993, and
he now has two step-children, T.J., ten, and Brooke,
five. They are expecting another child in May. The
couple also recently purchased a mobile home.

were happily anticipating the birth of their first
child, due in May. They were married on February
6, 1993, and live in Morris.

Amy Heinecke married Jeffrey Schmidt ('91) on

Kristin (Jepperson) Meyer gave us an update.
She and her husband, Stuart, bought a house

Michele O'Leary married Brian Samuelson on
February 18, 1995. They are currently living in
Plymouth, Minn.

and the seven plagues, i.e., earthquake, fire, civil
unrest, rain, etc ... and now reside in Charlottesville,
Va. I currently work for the National Trust for
Historic Preservation at Montpelier, the home of
James and Dolley Madison.'

Creative in Orange, Calif.
Timothy Klukas was happily anticipating the birth

Minnesota medical school in June of 1994, and is
currently working as a pathology resident at the
University of Iowa Hospital and Clinic. She is
engaged to Brent Schroeder, and they are planning an August 26, 1995, wedding.

Jeffrey Olson shared this update. He received
Robert Sutterer proudly announced the birth of

'Got married to Kevin Denner (a Colorad'n). Had
a ball with all of the UMMers who came out. Loved
the bump-'n-grind . New job at middle school
teaching music. Love those middle-schoolers!
Bought a house with a hot tub. (Could be a
party!?!)' The couple resides in Aurora, Colo.

General Filter Company in Ames, Iowa. His wife,
Alison, is graduating from Iowa State majoring in
dietetics.
Andrew Svec writes, "I am still working at the

University of Minnesota, Crookston campus, but
no longer as assistant director of Residential Life.
I've been working in the UMC Admissions Office
now for the past two years. I work with recruiting
and developing publications. I'd love to hear from
former classmates.
E-mail me at
ASVEC@mail.crk.umn.edu."

Leonice Prokott wrote us.

'I currently code
payroll for the Bauerly Companies in Sauk Rapids,
Minn. I am also happy to announce the birth of my
daughter, Katie Rochelle. She was born on May
1, 1994. I can't believe she is already one!"
Sandra Rausch writes, 'I am working full-time at

Homeward Bound, Inc., as a night supervisor. I
have also just started in the St. Mary's College
master's degree program in developmental disabilities. I'm busy, but having fun!"

Charles Wencl is teaching part-time in Kensington,

Tom and Tina (Kalthoff) ('93) Saue wrote, 'We

Minn., and is living in Alexandria.

recently purchased a new home in Chanhassen:
Tom is employed at Federated Insurance in Edina,
Minn., and I accepted a customer service position
at Carlisle Plastics in Bloomington.'

Heidi (McMullan) and Todd Westby reside in
Woodbury, Minn. Heidi is working in the office of
the Ramsey County Attorney, and Todd is employed by Northstar Guarantee.

Mark Scafe and Marcella Watzl were married in
July of 1994. The couple resides in Minneapolis.

Mary Wolff and Tom Zosel were married May 6,

1995, in Morris and honeymooned along
Minnesota's North Shore. They are now back at
work, enjoying wedding/honeymoon photos and
memories. Tom is a graduate of St. John's College, not UMM as was reported in the last UMM To
You.

Jeanne (Besonen) Schneider writes, 'I married
John Schneider in October of '93. I am employed
as a paralegal for the State of Minnesota. John is
plant superintendent of Kraft Food Ingredients.
We currently live in Albany, Minn., and are eagerly
awaiting the birth of twins in July.

Jeff and Hope (Newlander) ('89) Hippler gave us
this update: Hope is working for Fingerhut Co.,
and Jeff has recently had a job change from First
Investors to Banker Systems.
Christine (Lucken) Kragenbring was named

Minnesota's Middle Level Educator of the Year
last April. She teaches eighth grade English at the
Alexandria Discovery Middle School, a position
she has held for four years. Chris and her hus-
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Student Honors, Awards Conferred Katie Archer Chosen for Internship with
The campus held its Fourth Annual Student
Honors and Awards Program, Monday, May
15, in the HFA Proscenium Theatre. Formal
ceremonies were preceeded by musical selections performed by a student flute
ensemble consisting of Dana Bender and
Megan McGinley, both of Shoreview, Minn.,
and Andrea Schueler of Willmar.
Kenneth Hodgson, associate professor of
music, and chair, Functions and Awards
Committee, presided , and Elizabeth Blake,
vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean ,
was the featured speaker.
The awards program began with Chancellor
David Johnson presenting the Chancellor's
Award to Scott Perowitz, Bowlus, Minn. The
award is given annually to an outstanding
student on the basis of academic excellence
and contribution to campus life. Marvin
Scott, Chicago, was selected to receive the
Allen W. Edson Award, in recognition of his
total contribution to campus life.
David Kelly, Chicago, received the Curtis H.
Larson Award, conferred upon the graduate
chosen as senior class speaker and presented officially at commencement exercises.
Scholar of the College Awards, given to
students who have demonstrated distinguished scholarly work, were presented to
Melissa Ahmann, Minneapolis; Bryan
Bolwahnn, Plymouth; Julia Bona, New

Brighton; Casey Charles, Morris; Brent
Dahlen, Evansville; Amy Erickson, Thief River
Falls ; Amy Hoffman , Morris ; Candice
Kollmann , Pipestone; Jennifer Rice , St. Louis
Park ; Jeffrey Ulrich , Blooming Prairie; and
M. Elise Whitehill, White Bear Lake.
Other awards and recipients were: Abbott
Award in Physics, Jeffrey Ulrich, Blooming
Prairie; Natalie Benoit Memorial Award , Angela Behrends, Wilmont; Chris Berg Memorial
Award , Candice Kollmann , Pipestone; Roy
Grohs Award , Valerie Kepner, Appleton ;
Arnold Henjum Scholar-Athlete Award , Jason Cordes, Shakopee; Willis Kelly Award ,
Mary Stark, Kensington; Jay Y. Roshal
Award , Kristine Giese, Mora; William R.
Scarborough Memorial Award, Lai John
Alberts, Worthington; Art Faculty Award, Mark
Michaels, Cyrus; American Indian Salt
Springs Award , Jena Pfleger, Rapid City,
S.D.; and the Mary Martelle Memorial Award
Ben Winchester, Morris, student recipient.
The awards were presented by Chancellor
Johnson; Vice Chancellors Elizabeth Blake
and Gary McGrath; and Division Chairs Craig
Kissack of Education, C. Frederick Farrell of
Humanities, Wilbert Ahern of Social Sciences, and Michael Korth of Science and
Mathematics.
The program also honored recipients of national awards, fellowships, internships,
all-university scholarships, and participants
in various honors and research programs.

Honors Recital Performed
Nine students were selected by the UMM
music faculty to perform in the annual Honors Recital, held June 9 in the HFA Recital
Hall.

again as piano accompanist. Shauna Voss,
Rockford, Minn., on horn, joined Julie Balzum,
New Brighton, Minn., on piano, for R.
Sibbing's "Concertpiece for Horn and Piano."

The concert, free and open to the public,
opened with Jana Voss, Rockford, Minn.,
performing a saxophone solo titled "Sonatine
Sportive" by A. Tcherepnine, with Susan
Schleder, Sebeka, Minn., as piano accompanist. V. Bellini's "O Quante Volte" was
sung by soprano Amy Carlquist, Houston,
with Becky Ganion, Winona, Minn., at the
piano. Pianist Susan Schlecter returned to
the stage, playing "Sonata, No. 3, op. 46" by
D. Kabalevsky. Next soprano Julie Seyfried,
Fergus Falls, Minn., performed G. Puccini's
"Tu che di gel sei cinta" with Susan Schleder

Following intermission, organist Stephanie
Greenwaldt, Henning, Minn ., opened with R.
Schumann's "Sketch in F. Minor." Amy
Powers, Sun Prairie, Wis., was next on bassoon accompanied by pianist Tim Diem
('92), Morris, in "Concerto for Bassoon and
Piano, op. 35" by C.M. van Weber. Pianist
Eric Franzen, Little Falls, Minn., then played
"The White Peacock" by C. Griffes, and the
final selection was A. Dvorak's "Pisen Rusalky
o Mesicku" sung by Carrie Janikowski, soprano from New Hope, Minn., with Susan
Schleder as piano accompanist.

Ted Koppel's 11 Nightline 11
Katie Archer ('96), an English and political
science major, has accepted an internship
in Washington, D.C., with the ABC program "Nightline" featuring Ted Koppel.
She is one of five interns chosen from a
field of 250 applicants and is the only
intern to be offered a full-time position.
After spotting the internship opportunity
on the Gopher computer network, Archer
researched it in the Princeton Review's
"America's Top 100 Internships. " Deciding to try what she terms a "long shot," she
sent in her resume and cover letter. The
second round of applications included
writing a series of essays, submitting transcripts and forwarding references. Then
in early April, Archer was was asked for a
telephone interview, as she had been selected as one of the 12 finalists. Less than
a week later, she received confirmation
that she had been selected for the full-time

I\
1

night and lives within the D.C . area.
Archer has received encouragement and
insight from several sources. In addition
to help from the Washington, D.C., Alumni
Network, she got a list of contacts from
Betsy Wagner, Midwest correspondent
from U.S. News and World Report who
visited UMM recently. Past interns with
whom Archer spoke were also positive,
noting that they were well respected and
treated "as an integral part of every aspect
of the process," not just unpaid onlookers.
The building which houses "Nightline" is
also the base for the well-known television
programs "Good Morning America" and
"This Morning with David Brinkley." It is
located five blocks from the White House
and is part of "the hub of journalism,"
according to Archer. She looks forward to
shoots at the White House and the Justice

"One of my ~os:11 unrealistic goals has become
an opportunity....

position. Four part-time internships were
given to students from UCLA, John Hopkins
University, Northwestern University and
Harvard University.
The internship began June 5 and will end
in September. The interns will research
topics, collect information and generally
prepare for the evening program. Each
morning they will gather with the program
staff in an editorial meeting to decide the
focus of the evening's program, discuss
strategy and choose guests. On alternate
weeks they will work from 4:30 p.m. to
midnight--the most stressful shift but also,
according to Archer, the most interesting
and enjoyable. During this shift, they will
be meeting deadlines, doing last-minute
preparation, and, finally, watching the completed program from behind the
teleprompter.

I

and State Departments, and has her passport and social security number ready, as
required to gain entrance.
Archer marvels at how "one of my most
unrealistic goals has become an opportunity around the corner." She sees this as
a chance to network in the journalism
world--a world she hopes to join one day.
She is comfortable with print media and
welcomes this excursion into television to
expand her experiences.
At UMM Archer is currently editor-in-chief
of The University Register, the student
newspaper; previously she worked as assistant news editor and managing editor.
She is also a tutor in the Writing Room and
teaches aerobics here.

As a result of her success, she urges

_ _ _ _ _ _filUd_ents to "g~o-forthe big time," to apply

Archer's only monetary compensation will
be cab fare home if she works after mid-

for such internships and other seemingly
unattainable opportunities.

Class Notes
Leon and Shelly (Busche) Stockinger announce
the birth of their baby, Riley, on January 4, 1995.

getting married in August 1995 to Joel Olson in
Center City, Minn.

Gerri Swiers notes that her son, "Ty, was born on
June 16, 1994. (He is) crawling and getting into
everything. Also fighting with his big sister Kasey
(2.75 years old)." The family resides in Bejou,
Minn.

Stacey Dickinson updated us. 'I changed jobs in
December of 1994. I now work for Dorsey &
Whitney law firm in downtown Minneapolis. I work
in human resources and handle employee be·nefits for the firm and its branch offices. I still live in
Minnetonka, Minn.•

Lisa Westgard and Steve Dahlberg proudly announce the birth oftheir baby girl, Kayla Lynn, born
February 19, 1995. They live in Coon Rapids,
Minn.
Lisa (Holm) and Steven Young share their news:
Steve is co-owner of two restaurants, Shoreline
Restaurant Lanes and the Oakwood Supper Club.
Lisa works with him and is also a substitute teacher.
They are living in Battle Lake, Minn.
CLASS OF '92
Tina (Tatge) and Curt Baldwin "announce the
birth of their first baby . Jalen Dean was born on
February 9 of this year. We live on a farm site
south of Appleton, Minn."
Todd and Stephanie (Rust) Breuer sent in an
update. Stephanie "is still employed with MSI
Insurance as an actuary. I am making some
progress on the actuarial exams, but I have a long
way to go. Todd decided to leave his job and will
be getting his teaching certificate in life sciences.
We live in Little Canada, Minn ."
Heather Brodin is teaching first grade in Frazee,
Minn, and also coaching gymnastics. She will be
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Denise Garoutte Ver Steeg and Randall Ver
Steeg ('91) live in Starbuck, Minn., where Denise
works at the elementary school, and Randy works
for Federal Express.
Lisa Gerloff has received her master's degree in
geology and has started to earn her Ph.D. at the
University of Calgary in Canada.
Jean Koetz and David Flynn wrote in. 'We were
engaged in December and are planning a wedding for November 11, 1995. Dave is newly
employed by Cy DeCosse as a computer programmer in Minnetonka. (Jean) is an accountant
assistant in the employee benefits area of Norwest
Bank in Minneapolis."
Shannon (Lipinski) Meierhofer and her husband, Keith, had a baby boy on September 24,
1994. His name is Zachary. They are now living
in Coon Rapids, Minn.
Kevin Muelken is finishing his second year of
medical school at the University of Minnesota,
Duluth and says he is looking forward to moving
back to the cities to see all of his friends again.

Jodi Owen writes, 'I'll be starting the Psy. D.
program in clinical psychology this fall at the
Florida Institute of Technology in Melbourne, Fla.
'Til then, I'll be traveling all summer playing my sax
and saving$!! Hi to Jason B., Jean R., Scott C. ,
Leah S. and Jane M.!!!'
Steve Purdy is living in Fergus Falls, Minn., and
is working as a quality supervisor at Barclay International.
Laurie (Voight) and Steve ('91) Radtke write,
"Laurie completed her master's degree in counseling psychology. (We) relocated to Alexandria,
Minn., where Laurie is a therapist at the Day
Treatment School. Steve went back to school for
a degree in elementary education. We're pleased
to announce the birth of our daughter, Amanda
Marie, born November 9, 1994."
Jacqueline "Jackie" (Stoltz) Roessler writes,
"My husband, Jeff, and I are the proud parents of
Nathan Jeffrey , born March 9. I am continuing my
graduate work at the University of WisconsinMadison in psychology."
Debra Scheibe! shared an update. She is living
in Denver, working as an insurance agent for
Fidelity Insurance. She invites calls from anyone
interested in skiing or white water rafting, and
adds that she "loves Colorado!"

as a night reporter for the West Central Tribune of
Willmar. Mark is planning to go to graduate school
at the University of Wisconsin in the fall of 1996.

Kathleen (Karl) Taylor wrote in. 'I just started a
new job at Abbott Northwestern Hospital as an RN ·
at Sister Kenny Institute. I'm really excited! My
husband, Bill, will be graduating this spring from
the University of Minnesota, IT with degrees in
chemical engineering and biology. He hopes to
work in an environmental field.·
Dawn Thompson writes, 'I became engaged on
February 18, 1995, to Jim Jandro. We will be
married in July of '96. I am in my third year of
teaching at Chisago Lakes school district." She
lives in Forest Lake, Minn .
CLASS OF '93
Scott Bain writes, "I just completed my first year
of law school at the University of California-Berkeley, and I am working as a patent lawyer for
Fliesler, Dubb, Meyer & Lovejoy in San Fransisco
this summer. I live in sunny Berkeley, Calif., and
welcome internet correspondence. My address is
bainse@uclinkZ. berkeley .edu. •

Wendy Sicard had a daughter on October 16,
1994, naming her Somer Rose Sicard. Wendy is
living in Minneapolis.

Eric Carter updated us. He has finished a master's
degree at the University of Michigan and will be
relocating to Minnesota to work for the Arthur
Andersen company. Earlier this year, he spent a
fun-filled week in Colorado with fellow alumni Rick
Hoffman ('91) and Kevin Timmins ('91 ). He says,
"What a beautiful place!!!"

Mark Shores lives in Kerkhoven, Minn., and works

Shari (Rachel) Corcoran wrote in. "I got married
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•Faculty and Staff Corner•
Chris Cole, assistant professor of r:""'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~""""':"I
biology, received a $4,485 grant from
Lawrence "Larry" Kleis, operatthe Wisconsin Department of Natuing engineer in the UMM Heating
ral Resources to conduct research
Plant, died on May 1, 1995, at the
on the plant commonly known as
Stevens Community Medical CenJacob 's Ladde r (Polemonium
The fourth annual Faculty and Staff Recognition Dinner took place May 9, 1995, with ter. Kleis retired in 1993 after 29
occidentale var. lacustre) . It is found characteristic flourish and collegiality. Coincident with a campus visit by University of
years of service to UMM. He had
only at a few sites in northern Wisalso
worked at the West Central
Minnesota President Nils Hasselmo and members of the Board of Regents, the banquet
consin and Minnesota, and Cole's
Experiment Station.
honored UMM employees who have served the campus with distinction .
research is on the species' most distinctive variety.
Michael Korth ('78), associate pro• Mary Marteffe Memoria[ Jtwartf •
fessor
of physics and chair of the
Rosa Kill, building and grounds worker, Science Building
Vasilikie "Vicky" Demos, associDivision of Science and Math, was
ate professor of sociology, presented
cited by his Pew protege, David
• Outstantfing Staff Jtwartfs •
tier paper, "World War II, Civil War
Hayden, doctoral candidate on the
AFSCME--Thelma Wilson , office specialist, Registrar's Office
and Occupation as Context for the
Twin
Cities campus, in a recent isCivil Service--Pamela Gades, senior user service specialist, Computing Service
Reconstruction of Life Among
sue of US News and World Report,
Teamsters--Curtis Gunvalson, operating engineer, Heating Plant
Kytherian Greek Women, " at the
saying, " ... he told me the biggest
annual meeting of the North Central
thing to remember in teaching phys• ~tirees •
Sociological Association (NCSA) in
ics is that the students are not stuDuane Beers will retire July l as a parking monitor in Campus Security. He began working at UMM in September 1972.
Pittsburgh on April 20-23, 1995. On
pid. If most people in the class
April 22, she began her term as NCSA Arlene Beseman retired as associate administrator to the vice chancellor for Finance on April 3. She initially worked in the
aren't getting it, perhaps you are not
Business Office from 1968-73.
president.
explaining things clearly enough."
Glenyce Bretz retired June 2 as a senior secretory in the Briggs Library. She joined the library staff in November 1980.
Carol Ford, principal secretary in
Lauren Oujiri, assistant counselor
Charlotte Eul retired June 1 as on office specialist in the Registrar's Office. ofter 21 years and one day of service to UMM . She
the Division of Science and Math,
in the Office of Student Counseling,
began as a principal secretory in the Office of Admissions. transferring to the Registrar's Office ofter two years.
has been awarded a $1 ,000 Career
was chosen to do a poster presenSen Fan joined UMM in 1971 and will officially retire June 15 as associate professor of mathematics. He is now living in California.
Artist grant from the Southwestern
tation of her program series, Body &
Minnesota Arts and Humanities George Fosgate will retire June 15 as professor of theatre arts. He come to UM M in 1963 and for many years hos served as faculty
Soul, by the national organization,
Council and McKnight Foundation to athletic representative to the NIC .
Anorexia Nervosa and Associated
purchase equipment for the third and
Disorders (ANAD), for its annual
Elanda Hanson ('89) retired April 18 ofter 20 years at UMM as a building and grounds worker. She was serving as custodian in
latest recording of her original songs.
the music half of HFA when she retired.
conference held in Chicago April

Staff & :Facu[ty !Honors, Jllwaras, ~tirements

Perry Ford, head Cougar basketball
coach since 1984, has resigned from
his position at UMM to become head
basketball coach at Southwest State
University in Marshall, Minn . Ford's
183-109 record made him UMM's
all-time winningest coach. (Seep. 11.)

Mariam "Mimi" Frenier, professor
of history, conducted a community
colloquy, "Courage," April 19, in which
she explored the topic with an audience of students, faculty and staff.
The colloquy series is sponsored by
the Office of Student Counseling .

Ernest Kemble. professor of psychology, joined the faculty in 1966. He hos served as vice choir of the Division of the Social
Sciences; directed the psych lob since 1980; and co-authored many publications with his students. He will continue doing
research and teaching on a port-time basis.
lttikhar Khan will retire June 15 as associate professor of English. He joined the Division of Humanities faculty in September 1966.

Virginia Micklish Klein retired lost October ofter more than 18 years at UMM. and is now living in Wyoming. She was a principal
secretory in the Office of Residential Lile.
Barbaro McGinnis hos served as reference librarian at UMM since September 1969. She officially retires June 15.
Raymond Lammers hos been a University faculty member since 1958, moving to UMM in 1962. A professor of speech and
theatre. he will retire June 15.
Donald Spring is one of UMM'soriginol faculty members. A professor of English. he will offlciolly retire June 15 ofter 35 years at UMM .

Doris Strow retired Moy 16 ofter almost 22 years with Food Service. MSP and the Division of Humanities. She hos worked at Turtle
Mountain Cole since it opened in 1992.
Thomas Strow joined the UMM faculty offlclolly in Morch 1969, having actually begun teaching in September of 1968. As
associate professor of biology, he will retire June 15.

Liselotte Gumpel, professor of Ger-

Verna Teberg come to UMM 15 years ago. She retired In January as principal secretory to the choir of the Division of Science
Mathematics.
man, received special invitation and 1,;;and
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;.1

then presented "Meaning and Metaphor: The World in Verbal Translation,"
during Translating Cultures-Translating Literatures: New Vistas and Approaches in
Literary Studies, a conference hosted by
Stanford University March 17-18, 1995. The

symposium was part of a three-year research project between Stanford and the
University of Gottingen's Translation Research Center in Germany.

Dan Huna, Plant Services employee since
1977, was killed in an automobile accident
April 10, 1995. He and his son, who survived
the accident, were driving on Interstate 94.
Services were held in Ashby, Minn., April 15.

Street, Arlington, VA 22201 .

volleyball. I am also working on my master's at the
University of St. Thomas; I will finish in December.
AND I'm getting married to Brian Carle (Gustavus
Adolphus 1993) in October! I live in North St. Paul
with my daughter, Alexandria Joy.'

27-30. ANAD chose Body & Soul
"for innovative and creative program
development and the utilization of
resources in outreach and assistance with eating disorders on a
college campus.•

Sandra Vensland, disability support services coordinator, presented
a workshop, Students in Transition,
for the Midwest Special Education
Cooperative held April 26, 1995, at
the West Central Experiment Station here in Morris. On April 21, she
was the keynote speaker1or a workshop in Detroit Lakes, Minn., designed to help special education students focus on self-advocacy skills.

Michelle Woodard, head women's
basketball coach at UMM since 1991, has
resigned her position to pursue other interests. Woodard compiled an overall record of
44-67, and in 1992, led the Cougar women's
team to its first playoff since 1983. (Seep. 11.)

Class Notes
on April 28 to Mark Corcoran . We live in Coon
Rapids, Minn. I teach first grade, and Mark teaches
seventh and eighth grade math at Epiphany
School."
Sudhanshu Dwivedi is a research fellow for the

India Center for Political Awareness through the
office of Congressman Sherrod Brown of Ohio.
Next fall , he will attend the School for Public and
International Affairs. He also announces his engagement to Sangeeta Upadhyaya and plans for
a June 17, 1995, wedding in Nashville , Tenn .
Kristie Hirschenberger and Will Scullin write,

"(We) were married March 15 in the Chapel of
Love at the Mall of America. Will is currently
completing a master's degree in computer science at the University of Illinois ,
Champaign-Urbana, while Kristie is working toward her Ph.D . in philosophy at the same school. "
Jennifer (Erickson) and Mark Eaves write, "We

were married in August '94 and are 'adventuring'
for the year by teaching down south in Yuma,
Ariz.' They add , "Hope all is well in Morris---we
sure miss it!"
Chad Ford writes, "[I'm) currently working as an

outreach coordinator for the Close-Up Foundation's
Program for New Americans. I am based in D.C.,
and coordinate programs in nine states, working
with high school and middle school recent immigrants and migrant students, their teachers, parents
and administrators. (Using my degree and love
my job!) Close-Up is a non-partisan civics education organization.• Chad invites correspondence
from classmates and friends: 1035 N. Danville
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James Fritz became engaged on Valentine's Day
to Angela Franck from St. Louis Park, Minn. The
wedding is set for November 11, 1995. James is
working as a home health care aid atthe Ridgeview
Medical Center, and is living in Minnetonka.
Ku11is Kuhn wrote in. "I currently reside in Los
Alamos, N.M ., with my brother, Kevin ('87) . Quality employment has been hard to come by since
graduation , so I've already gone through three
jobs. My latest job is more of what I had in mind .
I am the youth sports coordinator at the Los
Alamos YMCA and am working with a bunch of
women and I love it! New Mexico is a beautiful
state. Come visit . OK, just drop me a note: 1016
B 49th Street, Los Alamos, NM 87544."
Teri Lang is employed by Art Advantage as the

Rapid City, S.D., division coordinator. She writes,
"My job keeps me busy traveling around the U.S.,
but I've found time for a lot of downhill skiing,
mountain biking, blading and weight training! "
Tonya LeBrun sent in an update . She and Dean

Larsen were recently engaged and are planning a
June 1996 wedding. Tonya is finishing up her
second year of teaching first grade at St. Stephen's
Catholic School in Anoka, Minn. She has been
nominated for the 1995 Ashland Oil Teacher
Achievement Award . Tonya lives in Maple Grove,
Minn.
Elizabeth Schuneman writes, "I'm in my first year

of teaching at Woodbury High School where I
teach ninth and twelfth grade English and coach

system that links him to their classrooms. Tim
currently makes his home in Morris.

CLASS OF '94

Ann Eltgroth and Wayne Dardis were married
on December 10, 1994. Ann is attending the Twin
Cities campus in music therapy. The two are living
in Minneapolis.

Laura Adams writes in, 'I am working as crew

Christi Grossman and Jeff Hegstad wrote in.

leader for the Montana Conservation Corps in
Billings. Our crew constructs trails, thins tree
stands, etc. , for the Forest Service, National Park
Service and other agencies. I've enjoyed skiing
this winter all over Montana! I'd like to hear from
classmates: 1545 Governors Blvd. Apt 1, Billings ,
MT 59105."

"We are busy planning our upcoming June wedding. Jeff is working on his master's degree in
plant breeding and genetics at the University of_
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign . Christi is employed
as a service and marketing representative with an
insurance brokerage agency in Champaign, 111.,
and is also continuing her sign language education at the local college."

Melodee Anderson will be graduating in May
from North Dakota State University in respiratory
therapy. She has been interning at Dakota Heartland Health Systems, and resides in Fargo, N.D.
Rachel Bakke writes, ' I am presently mastering
the university system at the University of Minnesota, Duluth. My goal is to graduate by the turn of
the century. Hello to all my friends at Morris! P.S.
Mom and Dad, I love you!"
Paul Cairns and Terri Heyne announce "We are

engaged to be married on June 17, 1995, in
Willmar, Minn. We will be living in St. Paul in the
Como Park area as we continue with graduate
school."
Tim Doppler teaches college-prep English at
Chokio-Alberta High School, teaching students in
many other districts via the instructional television

Kendall Heitzman is graduating from Northwestern in June with a theatre and English major in
writing . Kendall currently lives in Fridley, Minn.
Michael Landwehr will be getting married on July

15, 1995, to Sharon Jo Salfer. Michael is employed as a chemist at Fort Dodge Laboratories in
Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Brigitta Ligon sent in her good news. She and
Steve Dunning married on April 28, 1995. They
will be moving to Santa Barbara, Calif., in June of
this year where Steve is stationed in the US Navy.
Lorna Notsch lives in Boston, where she is em-

ployed in the undergraduate admissions office at
Emerson College. She states, 'Spring is hittin'
Boston, and it is absolutely fantastic.'
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Cougar Sports Wrap

Cougar Sports Wrap
All sports information was contributed by Marvin Sanders,
UMM Sports Information Director

BASEBALL
The Cougar baseball team achieved a school
record of 21 wins in sectional playoffs before
being eliminated. The Cougars won their
first two games but then dropped the final
two to end their season. They opened the
tournament in strong form with wins against
St. Scholastica and Mount Marty College.
They then lost to both top seeded Briar Cliff
College and Teikyo Westmar the next day to
close out theirfinal season mark at 21-27. In
conference play the Cougars finished an
impressive 8-8.
"We played pretty well throughout the season," said Head Coach Fohl. "A couple of
bounces in our favor and we probably would
have been better than a .500 team. With the
· nucleus of players returning, the future looks
prosperous." The team is losing senior captains: Jason Cordes, Shakopee; Gregg
McNabb, Rapid City, S.D.; Bruce Remme,
Tracy-Milroy; and Scott Van Eps, Hancock.

TENNIS
The Cougar men's tennis team captured the
Midwest Regional Tennis Tournament May
12-13 in Davenport, Iowa. This title qualified
the Cougars for their second straight national tournament in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The
team finished the season 15-2 and second in
the NSIC. The veteran squad is as follows:
Tom Mrosla, Minneapolis; John Huttemier
Bemidji; Bryan Bolwahnn, Plymouth; Mike
Dick, Bemidji; Nick Thomason, Park Rapids;
and Joe Williams, Stillwater. The Cougars
competed in Tulsa May 22-27, and were
very pleased with their efforts.

SOFTBALL
The women's softball team had its most
productive year in 1995 under the tutelage of
first year interim coach Tim Steinbach. The
14 wins the team accumulated during the
year were the most wins in team history. "It
was a tremendous season overall. The team
didn't have a coach until a week into practice," said Steinbach.
Included in the wins were some victories
against teams the Cougars had never defeated in the past. Two victories versus

Southwest State were a major
Wis., (eighth-1500m): and
stepping stone for the CouUnny Nambudiripad, Burnsgars, their first in school history.
ville, (seventh-5000m).
Another first for the Cougars ___________.
Goodbye and good luck to
was a playoff win against
Concordia College, St. Paul, on the first
seniors Rich Ventura, Jason Kienholz of
round of the Midwest Sectional.
Hector, Kari Johnson, Julie Emerson, Jami
Yurek, and Sharon Wittkop from Albany.
For the second straight season the Cougars
played host to the Cougar Invitational, featuring impressive play by All-Tournament
WRESTLING
Selections: Patti Sjostrom, Lafayette; Kelly
Nelson, North Branch; and Mary Haley,
Billie-Marie Grothe of the Women's Freestyle
Waseca. All helped the Cougars finish a
Wrestling Team captured a fifth place finish
strong third.
in the US Women's Freestyle Nationals in
The team garnished several post season
honors led by Mary Haley (T earn MVP, AIINSIC, All-Section, second Team All-Region);
Patti Sjostrom (All-Section, second Team
All-Region); Andrea Griggs (AII-NSIC, AllSection, first Team All-Region): and Mary
Stark (All-Section, Honorable Mention AllRegion) .

TRACK
The Cougar men's and women's track teams
wrapped up their thrill-packed '95 outdoor
season at the NSIC Conference meet on
Friday and Saturday, May 12-13, at
Moorhead State University. Both the men's
and women's teams defeated Winona State
and finished fifth in the conference.

Las Vegas, earning All-American Honors at
75 kilos.
Women's freestyle wrestling uses the same
rules as men's freestyle, but the matches are
four minutes instead of five. The United
States has placed fourth as a team in each of
the last two Women's World Championships.
The 1995 Worlds will be in Moscow, Russia,
in September. The top six place winners at
the US Nationals qualified for the World
Team Trials, June 20-21, in Norman, Okla.
Grothe lost her first match in the competition
to Jennifer Wilson of the Chowcillia Wrestling Club (Calif.). Grothe, who led in the
match 4-0, got caught in a throw and was
pinned at 1:05. Wilson went on to take third
in the tournament. In her second match,
Grothe wrestled Amanda Herry of the Golden
State Wrestling Club (Calif.). Grothe came

Placing for the women's team were Kelly
Murphy, Plymouth , (third-3000m, fourth1500m); Jami Yurek, Silver Lake, (third-high
jump, fifth-800m); Julie Emerson, Osakis,
(sixth-100m, seventh-high jump); Billie
Grothe, Eden Valley, (fifth-discuss, seventhshot put); Kari Johnson, Coon Rapids,
(eighth-100m hurdles) ; and Kristine
Kvistberg, Sartell, (fourth-10,000, seventh5000). The women's 4x800m relay team
also added a fourth place finish. Team
members included Murphy, Yurek, Kvistberg,
and Mari Mancini of Kimball.

out very aggressively and pinned Herry in
just 28 seconds. The win advanced Grothe
to the pool finals.
In the pool finals, Grothe met World Team
member Jessica McDowell of Cal StateBakersfield. McDowell came into the
competition ranked number one in the country at 75 kilos. Grothe took an early 1-0 lead,
but McDowell was able to hold off Grothe's
advance to win with a fall in 2: 19. McDowell
went on to win her second national championship. The loss moved Grothe into the fifth
place medal match.
For fifth place, Grothe met Darci Ellis of the
Chowcillia Wrestling Club. Grothe had faced
Ellis earlier in the year at the Michigan International, and won that match by a fall. This
medal match for fifth placed turned out to be
no different, with Grothe again gaining a fall
in just 23 seconds.
"In her first season of wrestling, Billie has
accomplished quite an outstanding feat. We
are really proud of her efforts, and of all of our
women wrestlers. In this first year of competition they have pioneered the women's
wrestling movement in Minnesota and at the
collegiate level, having started a winning
tradition right up to the national level," said
Head Coach Doug Reese. "This would not
have been possible without the full support
from Athletic Director Mark Fohl and Chancellor Dave Johnson. It is a very exciting
moment for all of us at UMM."

CHANGING OF THE GUARD
The Athletic Department, along with UMM faculty, fans and friends, wish Perry
and Michelle the best of luck. They will be missed in the Morris community.

Perry Ford .... head men's basketball coach for the past ten years has resigned his post
to take on a similar position at Southwest State University. During his tenure, Ford
became the all-time winningest coach with a record of 183-109. His accomplishments
include the most wins in school history with 25, a conference championship in '93-'94, and
two National Tournament appearances, and advancing to the Elite Eight in the '92-'93
season.

Placing for the men's team were Rich Ventura,
Scottsdale, Ariz., (third-javelin); Grant
Adams, Wendell, (fifth-shot put, sixth-javelin); Shea Peterson-Burch, Le Sueur
(sixth-triple jump): Nate Wissink, Fall Creek,

Michelle Woodard .... head women's basketball coach the past four seasons has
decided to pursue other interests. While at the helm, Woodard compiled a 44-67 record.
In the '91-'92 season, she led the Cougars to their first playoff appearance since 1983.

Class Notes
Tanya Randolph updated us. "Just going to
graduate school at the Minnesota School of Professional Psychology for my Psy .D." Tanya resides
in St. Louis Park, Minn.
Norina Selbitschka writes, "I am currently working at Diversified Pharmaceuticals, a national
prescription management company, as a client
service representative. I also attend graduate
classes at the University of Minnesota School of
Social Work. The most exciting news, however, is
that I am engaged to T. Mahesh Giri and have a
December wedding planned."
Jocelyn (Dignan) Sloan and her husband are
expecting a baby in August. They live in West
Fargo, N.D., where she works for Family Life
Credit Services.
Scott Stewart gave us an update. He graduated
from the University of Minnesota in winter quarter
of this year with a degree in International Relations
and Japanese. He plans to attend law school next
year.
Matthew Thomas will be graduating from the
University of Minnesota Carlson School of Business in June of 1995 with a double major in finance
and banking. He lives in Chaska, Minn.
Eric Vogt is a student in engineering atthe University of Minnesota. As of the summer of 1995, he
will be relocating to Dayton, Ohio, to work for
Cargill.

CLASS OF '95

r-------------------------,
Class Notes Clip & Send

Sondra Breeggemann Glynn sent in an update.
"Married to Craig Glynn on August 13, 1994.
Currently attending the University of Minnesota,
Duluth, scheduled to graduate in the spring with a
·
B.A. in economics and political science."

Let us hear from you! Next Class Notes deadline is August 1.
Name(s) ---------,("'mc:r,lu"'de""m~a"",d"'en""n""a""'m""e"",fa""p""pr"'op""n"'ate,,,.)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Class(es) of _ _ _ _ __
News

no

------------------------

Dawn Lueth and Jay Mitchell announce their
engagement and upcoming marriage, set for July
1, 1995, in Humbolt, S.D.
Darrik Spaude shared an update. He currently
lives in Granite Falls, Minn. "I transferred to the
Twin Cities campus to continue in electrical engineering and computer science." He notes that he
especially enjoys getting UMM To You, and catching up on former classmates, friends and faculty.
Laura (Meyer) Thielke and Raymond Thielke
were wed on March 18, 1995, in Herman, Minn.
Laura will be working full-time during the summer
in the UMM Office of Alumni Relations; Ray works
for Superior Equipment in Morris.

Alumni Network Interests (please check all that apply)
social networking

business/career development

advising current students

helping job hunters

Alumni Phonathons

legislative efforts for UMM

serving on the Alumni Assn.
Board of Directors

serving as a Class Agent

_________________________ _.

._Mail to:
1
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Did you graduate? _ _ __
yes

Kari Kopel died on January 9, 1995, at North
Memorial Hospital in Minneapolis as the result of
a car accident that occurred December 8, 1994.
Her life was honored at the 1995 Commencement
Exercises as friends and classmates wore special
corsages and boutonnieres in her memory. Kari is
survived by her parents, Helen Jane ('68) and
Paul Kopel ('68); her sisters, Kim ('96) and Cathy;
her brother, Christopher ('90); grandparents and
other extended family. Kari lived in Donnelly.
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Alumni Events Calendar
June 8

MSP Alumni Association Meeting and Reception 5:307:30 p.m. Dale Shephard Room, Coffman Memorial Union,
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

June9

Honors Recital 1:00 p.m. HFA Recital Hall
UMM Commencement Exercises 4:00 p.m. Campus Mall
(rainsite: P.E. Center)
Guest speaker: Dr. Roland Dille, recently retired president
of Moorhead State University, Moorhead, Minn.

August19

Alumni s(!JJ [M) !MlerFest '95 1:00-7:00 p.m. Tim
Peterson's ('78) Hobby Farm near Litchfield, Minn.
An afternoon of good times and good food! Alumni,
family and friends are invited. (See inside, p. 6.)

September 17-20

New Student Orientation (MSP Orientation September 16)

September 21

Classes Begin

October 10

Q.T. Driggs Distinguished Lecture 8:15 p.m. Recital Hal:,
HFA. Guest speaker: Dr. Marilyn Young, "The American
War in Vietnam: Twenty Years After 1975"

October 20-22

Homecoming Weekend featuring a memorial and tribute
to Rodney A. Briggs, UMM's first dean and provost
A complete schedule of events will be included in the Fall
1995 edition of UMM To You.

Friday

1995 Alumni Career Fair 11 :00 a.m .-2:00 p.m. Oyate Hall,
Student Center
MSP Alumni Association Reception and Roundtable
3:00-5:00 p.m., Minority Resource Center
Alumni Association Annual Meeting 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Moccasin Flower Room, Student Center

Saturday

Campus Tailgate and Parade 11 :00 a.m.-1 :00 p.m. Campus Mall
Game Time 1:30 p.m. Cougars vs. Bemidji State Beavers
Alumni Association Welcome Reception 4:00-6:00 p.m.
Oyate Hall, Student Center
Cougar Hall of Fame 8:00 p.m. Oyate Hall, Student Center
Reunion--Morris Women's Collective/Morris Women's Center/
Women's Resource Center alumni and friends. Contact Clare
Strand, 612/fi89-6026 or 612/589-1453.

UMM To You

Summer
1 9 9 5

BILLIE-MARIE
GROTHE, Eden
Valley, wraps up
an exciting first
year for the all
new Cougar women's wrestling
team. Here she
is being declared
victor in her final
match at the US
Women's
Freestyle National Tournament held in Las
Vegas last May,
a win that earned
her fifth place in the national competition.

e..-1

"In her first season of wrestling, Billie has accomplished quite an
outstanding feat. We are really proud of her efforts, and all of our
women wrestlers," said Head Coach Doug Reese.
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ubscribe now for Volume XII of The Chronicle Alternative, the art and literary magazine published three times per year by UMM students, featuring I
poetry, prose and graphic art from the UMM community. Supplies are limited, I
so please hurry! Send $4 per issue or $10 for all three. Make checks payable I
to The Chronicle Alternative, and send your order to The Chronicle Alternative, I
UMM 59 SC, Morris, MN 56267.
I

I
I
x $ 4.00 = - - I
x $ 4.00 = - - I
x $10 .00 = - - - TOTAL$ _ _ __
I
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
Issue

Sub-total

Fall 1995
Winter 1996
Spring 1996
All three

X

$ 4.00 = _ __

Address
I
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ ,
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MOVING?

Don't forget to notify us if your
address changes!

Congratu{ations and best
wislies to tfie_ C{ass of 1995!

NEWS?

0

We'd like to hear from you!
Read and then Recycle

0

UMM To You is published by the University of Minnesota,
Morris Alumni Association and the office of the Chancellor
with assistance from the office of University Relations.
Questions or comments may be directed to: Maddy
Maxeiner, Director of Alumni Relations, 312 Behmler Hall,
UMM, Morris, MN 56267-2113, 612/589-6066.
Office of Alumni Relations
312 Behmler Hall
UMM
Morris, MN 56267-2113
Address Correction Requested

Alumni living in Co1o·rado gathered with Chancellor David Johnson November 4, 1994,
at the Denver Radisson Hotel for an evening of refreshments, camaraderie, news of
the world and UMM. Front row: Chancellor Dave, Paul Thoen ('89), Evergreen; co-host
Mary Mustar ('87), Denver; Deb Scheibe! ('92), Denver. Center row: Marcia (Nelson)
Bollman ('67), Highlands Ranch; Mara Sprain ('81 ), Boulder; Dana Mages ('94),
Sterling; guest Jarral Ryter, Longmont. Back row : Daniel Bollman ('67), Highlands
Ranch; Tim ~cKenzie ('83), Boulder; Grant Hoglund ('94), Aurora; Nicole Ferry ('93),
Aurora; co-host Greg Zick ('93), Denver; Ann Beckstrom ('82), Aurora; Kevin Timmins
('91 ), Evergreen; Joel Drewes ('90), Longmont; Ron Emerick ('79), Broomfield. Not
pictured, Martha (Bopp) Beck ('80), Englewood.
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